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Port been quite sosh inA,rthur’.t0 whom Nature haS nevertheless,
har>, ^er Shifts of water frontage, h. , f1irther-

orerbor of which she is justly proud, and, further

ls the lucky possessor of a fine up to ship-

Jositio® ^rninL6/8 a Consulting Engineer in ^’f^unlcipa”Engine^‘ng
ïnd ns withtu® R°rt William he occupied important ^ Corporation ■

Ave yhe‘hc Sunderland, Bootle (Liverpool! and ShemeiO orade
> in Ve,Cornel8.acted as Designer and Estimator to " ting #10.«»•
Montra alue. L, s?lon who are carrying out improvem cociety of Engmee 

factors. He Is a Charter Member of the Amencan Society

laying out their docks, and to see that all such work actually 
carried out is of a stable and permanent character. There is 
a decided tendency in these days to think only of present 
needs, and not of future requirements, and it is to be hoped 
that the authorities will avoid this error, and bear in mind 
that future generations will judge their work. There should 
be little fear of the result, however. The public men of 
Fort William and Port Arthur, backed up by the Dominion 
Government, are determined that their port will become a

building plant (the western dry dock) where upwards of 
900 men are employed, and from which many of the 
finest lake steamers have been turned

natUnlthAan ideal l0Cati° 
knn„ advantages, Fort W ia
the n 38 “Twin Cities 

the ?r<3atest inland ports of

°WnratS t0Wnships, with their
hut f0™u,!;ciipal
may J a Practical purposes 
Port »,,COnsidered as one port, 
cldefl Wll,iam’s harbor

Win— riVer fronta£e. The 
anj j.lstl(luia River, popularly 
know °r seif'evident reasons, 
vvjfij a as the “Kam,” together 
and offshoots, the McKellar 

q Mission
ns of

otherassociated with many 
m and Port Arthur, popularly 

destined to become one of out.
Those of my readers who 

may be interested in the Twin 
Cities harbor development 
might, with advantage, 
nfunicate with W. R. J. Burdett, 
the genial and energetic labor 
commissioner of Fort William, 
who will be pleased to supply 
them, as he has supplied me, 
with all available information.

As will be noted, Nature has 
provided the Twin Cities with 
the necessary water frontage, 
and it remains for the Dominion 
and civic authorities to take 
full advantage of the unique 
opportunities offered them of

are

continent. Fort 
and Port Arthur are corn-

governments,

consists

Rivers, is the 
providing Fort William 
miles of land-locked 

with the addition of

t»ea
with 
harb0r‘ 
lslands 
sure.

feet gev t0 a dePth of 30 feet ; the “Kam
- the McKellar to 400 feet, and the Mission to 5«> 

to l tUrning basin upwards of 1,000 feet in width is aio 
this 1“!ade miles from the mouth of the “Kam an 
three 1 * necessitate the removal of upwards of twen y 

acres of solid earth.

Dock Wall, TakenShowingtwo making the cities into the 
greatest of all lake ports. Much has been done in this direc
tion, but more remains to be done. It behoves the responsible 
authorities to map out some approved system of planning and

by Way of good mea- 
The natural channels of these rivers have been

widened to 600 
feet.
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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION IN 
WILLIAM AND PORT ARTHUR

DOCK
FORT

By WM. C. SAMPLE.*
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the

building line of the working house, which is 12 f< e 
face of the dock wall. This 12-foot section continue ^ 

the frontag of the working house, drier house an ^;nt 
house, for distance of 300 feet 8 inches. From 1 ^g 0ut' 
the io-foot sect:on is carried to the crib, where, at a
shore end, it is increased to a solid mass of concreJL sbo"’ 
face radius of 33 feet. The plans and sections c c-^ the 
the methods of construction pursued. The inshore 0f
return corner was similarly strengthened by a soli ^ tbe 
concrete, less in bulk, naturally, than was requirt
outshore corner of dock wall.

end. The anchor rods were passed through an anchor ° 
held in position by means of spur piles, and attache 

by heavy nuts and washers.
A second line of anchor rods, i^-inch diameter by 5

connected the

same

feet, placed 10 feet 8 inches on centres, 
viously mentioned anchor log, and a second anchor og ^ 
in position by the outer- row of piles, forming a trest . 
quired in connection with the general elevator construe 
These anchor rods were furnished, as in the case of t 
foot anchor rods, with heavy nuts and washers. Spur P 

cut off at elevation 602.0.were
of the dock wall a timber crib 48 

by 48 feet, divided into 16 compartments by means U1 ^ 
walls, was placed. The crib was built of 12-inch by 12- 
timbers, the outer walls solid and the inner walls ha r5) 
The timbers in the outer walls were halved at the c°r ^ 
thus forming perfectly strong joints, whilst the. insi e 

bers, instead of resting one upon the other, as in t e 
walls, were placed to cross one another at the junction P 
Fig. 8 shows the method of construction. After being 
the crib, which, it should be noted, was 23 feet m ^ 
was sunk to a depth of 24 feet below mean low-water a

At the outer corner

the elevation of the top of the crib thus being 599-°-
sand-tight by having i-inch^

off at aD 
in Plaf' 

or ele'

exterior walls were made 
inch battens nailed along the joints, 
walls, whilst the crib at the outer corner was cut 

After the crib was sunk

on the inside

angle of 45 degrees.
filled with sand and gravel to the top,it was

vation 599.0. si-
piling, sheet piling, channel and crib in ^ 

tion the next stage in construction was the building 0 
reinforced concrete dock wall.

The dock wall, as previously stated, is built W 10 ^ 
12-foot cross sectional widths. Starting at the inshore 
adjoining a 20-foot return end, the io-foot section is ca ^ 
for a length of 406 feet 3 inches. At this point the tjje 
the wall is increased to 12 feet, in order to join up W1

With the

and

port of which they will have just reason to be proud, and with 
this feeling paramount, their efforts are bound to prove
successful.

The greater part of the dockage in the Twin Cities port 
is provided by the different elevator companies, who have pro- 

excellent facilities for the speedy loading of grain-vided
carrying steamers. The government elevator at Port Arthur, 
now in course of erection by the Barnett McQueen Company, 
for whom E. D. Casseday is chief engineer, is a notable 
example of this, and it is the purpose of this article to deal 
with the elevator dock now under construction, and of which 
the writer of this article was the designer.

2*X<V Strips - Surfaced • One-Side, , 

4-0 0 Spikes © 8'Centers
P
m»
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Fig. 2.—Sheet Piling Revetment Wall.

shows the layout of the dock, which consists of 
dock walls of 10 and 12 feet widths, and revetment

It would,

Fig. 1
concrete
walls of the lengths shown on the layout plan.

consider these different type wallsperhaps, be advisable to 
separately, and this

Concrete Dock Walls—A double row of piling was first
2 feet 8 inches

will proceed to do.we

driven with the centre line of the outer row, 
in from the outside of the face line of the concrete dock face, 
the piles being spaced 5 feet 4 inches centre to centre in both 
directions, and afterwards cut off at elevation 600.0, the level of 
mean low-water, Thunder Bay, on which the dock wall abuts 
To the outside of the outer line of piles a 10-mch by 12-mch 
fir wale streak was bolted, the top of the wale streak being 
flush with the cut-off elevation of the piles. The bolting was 

’ accomplished by means of i-inch diameter by 27-mch ma
chine bolts at each pile-bearing. Outside of this wale streak 
sheet piling 10 inches by 12 inches by 34 feet was driven, 
every second pile being bolted to the wale streak with a 54- 
inch diameter by 24-inch machine bolt. To the sheet piling, 
and with the top level with the top of the sheet piling, wale 
streak and piles, a 12-inch by 25-pound channel iron was 

of -inch diameter by 27-inch machinebolted by means
bolts at 3 feet on centres.

The sheet piling was jetted and tapped into position,-and 
sharpened at the bottom ends in order to ensure close driving, 
and form a perfectly sand-tight bulkhead. The sheet piling 
was furthermore tongued and grooved by building on to the 
edges 1M-inch by 3>4-inch strips of timber, obtained by sur
facing one side and edge of 2-inch by 4-inch strips. The 
strips were spiked to the 10-inch by 12-inch sheet piling wit 
4 o.d. wire spikes spaced at 8 inches on centres. This con
struction is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The 12-inch by 25-pound channel iron, to which reference 
has already been made, was punched to receive the . M-inch 
diameter by 27-inch machine bolts, and also for iK-mch di
ameter anchor rods, spaced 5 feet 4 inches on centres. These 

attached to the channel by means of heavyanchor rods were 
nuts, and had a length of 40 feet with a 12-inch thread at each
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Rod C
Make-151 • from41<x 140 

11-6*
1£

Rod-D . | ,
Make 176 from */%\ 12-0

—Bent Rod-Details—

Reinforcement List

Size LengthN°or Rods

5-0'5/a-5THAion226
8-0» 

12-0“

1550
71 4

16'- 0*160
22- O'50
28-0'12
30-0"15
35'-O'121 I

11-0"169-S
I5I-C
176-D

Bent

14-0
12-0“

Fig. 11.
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wall5The sketches showing the cross sections of dock

The to-of the dock was driven, footThe piling at the outer corner 
as shown in details, whilst the anchor logs, spur piles, etc.,

only where the io-foot 
The 12-foot cross

clearly illustrates their design and construction, 
cross section has a depth of 8 feet with an 8-inch top 
2-foot 6-inch bottom slab, and a connecting retaining '' j 
the dimensions shown. The face projects 6 inches ^ 
the back line of the channel iron and breaks back b

at the top, the corner
in g rounded off. 
bottom of the concre^ 
starts at elevation 599^ 
thus enclosing piles, 
streak, and anchor r° 
and is finished off at 

elevation 6o7-°-

previously described, were necessary 
cross sectional lengths of wall were built, 
sectional length of wall did not call for anchor rods, spur 
piles, etc., the necessary anchorage being obtained by sub
stituting 1 % -inch diameter by 16-foot anchor rods for the i,V 

by 40-foot anchor rods used in the io-foot Iinch diameter
3
.1
9pi
V

B top at
-Cross walls conne1

the top and bottom 
and 2 i— — dock 

fro» 
of cr°s!

o are cast
wall, the distance 
centre to centre 
walls being i° ^ee

5r
.<

8

inches. c.
The 12-foot cross ^ 

tion of the dock tta ^c. 
similar to the io-f°ot 
tion as regards face 0f

,hiek"„5»«

top slab. The con ,y 
retaining wall is s ^ 
varied, as the ^gt- 
will show, whilst t e ,y 

tom slab, as 
stated, is formed ^ 
continuation of th® yator 
tress of the e ® t 6 

buildings, and is ' 
inches in depth.

1 «
10-8

mation and

the
9 71,' q" 1 m»1'

Lb
IFig. 5.—plan Fronting Working House.

wails-The cross^1 rather that Portl°*ork- 
them fronting the „f 
ing house, a lenj® ,6 

224 feet, are space a 
built °°

lines of working . g
The re®^fo0t

walls in the
i®1’ -n 
built 0"

Working House
i>-5*ft'i. g'-O*

IRD C to** WALL 
6-lW»5 0 M BOUT- FOFl EACH

i — ffi^x w-o'- 2-0*o< -in Sua*-Rod*C^

feet centres 
continuation

20*Steel Railfued- 
flto-o-Cs 

r. flOT-O Rouwx

Bollard

OUMD“j'
"o columns.
*04 ">

-----------------

IfellBpss
|2‘<Zb*l-t “ --------in n

cross 
section, whilst sV2- B/s *x lîV in Cross Walls- Rod* D

------- ’5<?1
construction, are 
io-foot 8-inch ceIltr r0ot 

of the i®1

section cross walls- ^0gi' 
With regard t0 &e

tudinal reinforce®e jot
cal15

a5PJ in the case
80*Steel RAILZ

___r, mo o io-foot section 3 5'
1554-inch diameter e!)-
foot rods 6 inches ^ 
très in the top ®ia ' f0o*

by 3’ce**65’inch diameter 
rods 9 inches Çn 
and 454-inch dia® jjeS 
35-foot rods 12 111 .pip8 

the re®1 „
and 9^;,0lp

^PlLES-S-s'ctBClo’nii^yt-osp— ^ i b?etef
0$

Si y centres in 
wall section,

Fig. 6.—Section B B.
bo11

in thediameter by 35-foot rods 12 inches on centres 
slab.

section and carrying same through into the mattress of the
in turn being carried forward

12-foot section of dock wall, thus forming the

fé'i°elevator buildings, the mattress 

under the 
bottom slab or foundation of same.

The cross sectional reinforcement consists of 

diameter by 8-foot rods 18 inches on centres
adjoin®*

/

J

<3
.

r
l/V

*x
 1

6-o
'A

n
ch

çr
 Ro

d



of raising the base of same %-inch above the top of dock 
enable any surface water that may collect to drain off under
neath the rail.

J dock, and fé-inch diameter by 12-foot rods on similar cen 
!r'is- running from near the face of the dock through the 
bott°m slab.

Details of the dock wall construction are given in Figs. 
6, 7, 8 and 9, whilst the details of bent rods and

r, to-foot section cross walls are reinforced as follows.
°Ur_ cross rods fé-inch diameter by 8 feet, denoted rods 
, . and two $4-inch diameter by 5-foot vertical rods.

a ltl0nal cross rod fé-inch di- 
!,T,eter by 11 feet denoted rod 

and spaced 5 feet 4
the eS °n Centres is used in 
p t0P slab reinforcement.
Hods -A„ and ,B„ are bmt
as show

3» 4> 5>
reinforcement list are shown on Fig. 11.

_£i
B,” t5-A

4--H —” 12’Thread at each endinch ir
io'-o*

MJEnD Of ChannCV^
£-_0ut21HE S>E £>?iA_*—

WnE-- liro"T
n on details, Fig 11. 

fuming to the 
Actional 
info

W-o 1 O12-foot cross 
wall, we find the re- 

ent rCement somewhat differ- 
f0 ' The longitudinal rein- 
^ cement consists of nineteen 
r0(jUlcb diameter by 35-foot 
th S> ^ inches on centres in 
am t0^ s*ab’ three 46-inch di- 
0n 6ter By 35-foot rods 9 inches
di, centres and four inch 
uiameter 
inch
5*^i"g Wall section, and eleven

rodE diameter by 35-foot 
th„ L’2 tnches on centres in 

6 b°ttom slab.

1
m\\

/ MI
1 ;1
1 11

1 ' 11 1 11 11 1 /1 oI

RillF I ll I ~_2rt~■
I 1 r Z-R3T- rt 1 1 1 IZ 1I 1 y1 ; i 1IZI I

if
til.

nt

A1 O 11 / 11 ÏLlToI 1 !: 1 zby 35-foot rods 12 
es on centres in the re- til!Ou ! !i /P z

z Ol 1 - / y
I !1 ______14

i ! IT
1 1

|H! 1 1

I z1 ! O' !z 1
• 1 1!> 1
! 1 ! i1ti 1 > I J0 z i iiIAThf0tc e cross sectional rein- 

diain In':nt consists of §4-inch 
incheter by 8-foot rods, 18 

face °n centres adjoining
atneter^ d°C^’ an(i 54-incb di- 
shnil r by 16-foot rods on 
near^ centres, running‘from 
bottn aCe °i dock through the ...
hoUsm Slab int° the workinR' -J iEi i /
is f , .?aUress- The top slab -4 ? ' ____/
inch j. 6r feinforced with 46- —+ -|5 j
rods .larnetCr by 14-foot cross —J^L-

tods

I !z1 1
%z T71 1 Oz Z-.itI. I• I

p _/-Z—H- -tfm£--A-—h—
—M------7 / 1 11 Z Z

■ nip- '
/i I•01 ! ! u ci Sn ngiAis

m? z11 * 111 1110
I IV X cII

Zf. /Zi ;z X\
I

rcr-iT

i /
O ! « 1

i 11 — 14------------1 i
r»-'n L

2 feet °n centres. These 
are denoted rods “C.” 

f0rce,e cross walls are rein- 
with two lines of rods

Fig. 7.—Plan at Outer Corner.

33'-o">sisti
, , n'g each of four 44-inch diameter 

_ , °°t rods, denoted rods “D.” Rods
listeda,nd are bent as detailed and

„ ln Tiff. it.
mooring bollards were fixed 

wall in the io-foot

by 25-3 teel Rail-Base It"aeo«- 
nedge Concrete- 20*52“C” LB-

uM-rtsWc L

Mw

OKoUZ -^pP-lr j------------ -

E Î 3
cfii
r?ri IS

Fig. 8.—Section D D.

C.I.
a

SectTry f°urth

Of Wa|| and part of the 12-foot section 
the -> ’ an<i on every third cross wall in
adio'in^ f°0t length °f the 12-foot section 
thç 0,la^ the working house, whilst at 
C.I ‘shore corner of the dock wall a 

standard snubbing post was fixed. 
lines f''K tbe fnce of the dock wall two 
W*th th 8°'pound steel rails were placed,
inch h G t0p of the ruds projecting M
"This t?y°n<i the concrete face of dock, 

ck f' tS rendered necessary as a means ot 
,;ace from the risk of abrasion by vessels. w&s

'aid a r lbe outer edge of the dock face, a p\ace
by ^-iHULrd consisting of a 20-pound steel ral diameter
aaCh°r btl by 2"inCh fl3t bar dipS’ aTheMclips serve 

d°ublc ts Piaced at 4 feet centres, tn reason
Purpose of holding the rail in position,

V”
-<x ,

cross
31j LÏ2V2i*u

4aII : =
i

ti

Walls.—^Adjoining the crib end of the con- 
built 448 feet 10 inches in

Revetm:nt
crete dock wall revetment walls 
length along the outshore end of the property, and 550 feet 
in length at right angles to last-mentioned portion and run
ning inshore along the property line of the elevator property.

walls consist of a single row of piles, 
spaced 4 feet on centres to the outside of which two lines of

of protecting the were
dr,

The revetmentthe
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LOCOMOTIVESTHE HAULING CAPACITY OFbolted, the wale 

Outside of the
8-inch by 12-inch wale streaks were 
streaks being 6 feet apart centre to centre, 
wale streaks sheet piling 6 inches by 12 inches by 32 feet was 
driven, the piles being jetted and tapped into position and 

the bottom ends in order to ensure close driv-
This

At a recent meeting of the Western Canada Rai' y 

Club a paper was presented by H. D. Cameron, ^ 
draughtsman of the mechanical department, Cana iar* 
ern Railway, on the above subject, a portion of w 1sharpened at

ing, and thus ensure perfectly sand-tight bulkhead, 
sheet piling was tongued and grooved in a similar manner to 
the sheet piling driven in connection with the concrete dock 
wall, and as shown in detail in Fig. 2.

wale streak was connected to each pile by 
1-inch diameter by 22-inch machine bolt, and the

publish below. ues-
In the earlier stages of railroading the importan ^ 

tion of train loading was left to the discretion of the ®^.s, 
charge of the engine, but owing to the apparent in , 
tency of the loads hauled, this method was soon c a at a 
and the train loads for each c'ass of engine was.fixe -nate 
certain number of cars. This method failed to discn 
between loaded and empty cars, and was followed by a s> . j 

of loading by gross tonnage, i.e.> it inC
and the l°ad;

The upper
means of a . ..
lower wale streak connected to each second pile by a similar
bolt.

Each second sheet pile was connected to the upper wale

both the weight of the car
The capacity of box cars has gra^ 

ally increased in the last thirty-five >e^ 
from 24,000 pounds to as high as I0°’

different
efflPtieS:

rr du-
Arurun» PnnsÆ)b‘ 0 i 

Centers\
a-o*

(v~~~ Anchor Log
IA PlLESr(ffl-s'-o^entcr^ pounds, and the very apparent 

in hauling a train composed of 
and one comprising loads only, <fisC ^ 
the important bearing the ratio bet'v 
tare and contents had on unit resistance ^ 

This discovery led to the introduc 
of a system of equivalent tonnage ratio ^ 

There have been a number of di e ^ 
methods tried to arrive at correct eq11 ^ 

One suggestion was t0 
special table or automatic ca^f.

ed
1:=

§

ii

'Iss&sb

4'o'c
" 2-i &\ 12.*WaleStb^ks

j H'<it>>3tZ'0'.SHghrPiuNC
| g- Plate W«snnt

ENTERS

i
j it Im jii. B 1 N A

yZACM Sheet Pile to be Connected to 
^Lower Walk Streak ^’a 16 M Bolt

lent tonnage.B
ran'ge a
lator, so that the different resistances^^ 
responding to various capacity cars, 
ing up train, could be readily ad^Cained 
gether, and the proper tonnage o ta ^ 
by balancing with calculated available 
live power of the engine. This sC - 
does not seem to have been gene ^ 
adopted, and for present purposes t e 
tem used on the .Canadian Northern 
way will be explained at length furi

»or6
folio""

— Plan —

^xiG^m-Bolteach 
Second Sheet Pile

ally

5Û-
1m_9

9IS
a

iTi£Z
ll in the paper.

In order to follow the subject 
easily we will consider it under the 
ing sub-headings in sequence : -

1. Speed resistance.
2. Resistance due to curvature.
3. Grade resistance.
4. Tractive effort.

Speed Resistance.—Train resistance is defined 
sum of all resistances which constitute a tax on tlm a ^ 
of the locomotive. That part commonly called “sPe^s 
sistance” is generally taken to mean all the different 
ances that are effective on straight level track, viz. •

: »1 r iiA^Sq'o" Anchor

12'THREAD AT EACH END
x'&'m'Etolt'each* Second Alc Bearing

EÀJ&QOÛ.
MLW 2>cAnchor Log
• ^ 

yq\\6‘ M Bolt each 
' Sheet Pile ^

■

1*

Fig. 10.—Section E E; Revetment Walls.

asstreak by means of a M-inch diameter by 16-inch machine 
bolt, and each sheet pile to the lower wale streak in a similar 
manner.

Through every second pile was passed a 1%-inch diameter 
by 40-foot anchor rod, and this in turn was passed through a 

of piles, placed 8 feet on centres, and an anchor 
log, held in position by the last-mentioned row of piles. The 
anchor rods were threaded 12 inches at each end and were 
fitted with wrought iron plate washers, and heavy nuts.

The pile and sheet pile cut-off and top of upper wale 
streak elevation was fixed at 606.0.

This elevator dock is now nearing completion, and is 
considered the most up-to-date dock of this particular type 
in the progressive port of the Twin Cities.

1. Journal friction between journal and bearing-
2. Rolling friction between wheel and rail.
3. Atmospheric head-on resistance.
4. Atmospheric side resistance. .
5. Flange friction, due to oscillation and concuss ^

or resistance

isolate a°

rear row

6. Stopping and starting resistance, 
to change in velocity. i

These are all variables and rather difficult to 
measure separately. They all act together, and, t 
dinary practical purposes, it has been thought sut

resistance without determim0One of the world’s newest big projects is a railway 
the Sahara desert. The French government has fin- obtain the average total 

proportion of each individual part. ce t°
A number of the older formulae show this res’ptyng 

be comparatively high at the start, gradually dimims

across
ished its exploration. The task is difficult, but French en- 

If France goes ahead plans may begimeers are masters, 
ready this year.
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In applying these temperature reductions it should be 
borne in mind that as soon as journals get warmed up, ordi
nary warm weather conditions hold so far as journal friction 
is concerned. In making this reduction, the proximity of 
the ruling grade to a terminal or point where detention is 
liable to occur, must be a consideration.

Wind, or the resistance offered by the atmosphere, is pro
portional to the square of the velocity (in miles per hour) 
multiplied by the cross sectional end area of the locomotive 
or car, multiplied by a constant equal to 0.002.

The velocity of the wind should be added or subtracted 
to the velocity of the train, according as it is in the opposite 
or same direction.

Side winds have a tendency to cause pressure of wheel 
flanges against the rails, thus increasing resistance consider
ably. Owing to the constant variation in direction of this 
factor, it cannot be estimated with any degree of accuracy.

Speed resistance on account of flange friction, due to 
oscillation and concussion, varies according to the condition 
of track and road-bed, and speed at which trains are run. 
It is not usual to consider this apart from the frictional re
sistance due to speed.

about twelve miles per hour, and then increasing with the 
sPeed. The later formula:, used by the American Locomo- 
lVe Company and obtained from the Pennsylvania dyno- 

mometer records, show that the resistance between five to 
en miles per hour and thirty to thirty-five miles per hour is 

approximately constant for each different weight of car.
. The following table shows the resistance of various 

eights of freight cars on straight level track :
Total weight of cars,
B 118 (2,000 lbs.)...20
Resistance

25 30 40 50 60 70 72
per ton,

hour 7.84 6.62 5-78 4-65 3-94 3-44 3-00 3-°°5-30 miles per
This table shows a decided variation in resistance per 

o offered by different sizes of cars. Cars weighing twenty 
Ps require 7.84 lbs. per ton, while a seventy-two ton car 

Q 6 s 0I% 3 lbs. under the same conditions. This s ows 
sjL,te c*early the advantage of using the largest cars pos 

e> consistent with traffic and operating conditions, an 
,mS,° mdicates the necessity of differentiating between large 

small capacity cars.
It has been found from experiment that the resistance 

0.r t0n Is thirty per cent, greater in empty cars than oa e 
tiao.S’ anc* ^is is also a factor to be considered in t e ton 
th,.6 °f trains. From the foregoing, therefore, it is apParen 
Whp l,e P{inivale,nt or equated tonnage calls for some me 
tha/6 y a11 locomotives of the same class shall be oa e s 
in j:~ e trains composed of loads, empties, and part oa s> 
metk ?rent capacity cars shall offer equal resistances.
Wav °d at Present in use on the Canadian Northern a - 
is tu asstimes that the ideal ratio between tare and conten 
peri ° t° one, and any variation from this proportion is c 
tare ,ted for by adding a variable percentage of the surp u 
suml ° sum °f tare and contents. This percentage 
nagpUS tare varies with the ruling grade for which t e 
pef ls determined. Thirty per cent, is used on level, tw Y 
f0r f°r grades up to 0.5 per cent., and ten per

^ddes from 0.5 per cent, to 1.5 per cent. 
sistaWeather Resistance.—Under the heading of weather re
lu^ y06 - *S. *ncIuded all resistances resulting from temp

ariation, wind, and snow. „ chnw
that^Periments by Woodbury and Beauchamp 
fricti he temperature variation has a marked effect °n l 
*’ At approximately one hundred degrees Fahren

Coefficient of friction is a minimum, and increases as the
Perature is ,owercd. In the case of a tram al owedjo 
cult°r any len8'th of time in cold weather, co gS_

y 15 experienced when starting, and it is ofte u
aM makTVe Sma" SeCti0ns at a time’ ^ °* This is com- 
tfioniv ^ 11 Possible to start the whole tram. r-cords
show'tv erred to as “frozen train,” but dynamometer
one w hat resistance in starting is not changed sudde” y; 
^2 d 6XPect with a frozen journal, but is more or less 
c0Unt This condition makes generous reduc 1 
4 ttUmh temperature necessary and although t ere 
to be>r»I tests in this connection, there does 
feductj UC^ unanimity of opinion. The following « y ay : 

Ctl0ns now in use on the .Canadian Northern Rafiw y

emPerature Reductions—Canadian Northern

Momentum.—In addition to supplying power necessary to 
overcome the various resistances already mentioned, a loco
motive has to furnish an additional amount of energy every 
time there is a change in velocity, either from rest, or from 
one velocity to another. This energy, in pounds per ton, in
cluding both the momentum of translation and the rotative 
energy of the wheels, axles, etc., is expressed by Henderson 

70 V*
where V is the velocity in milesin the formula Ç =

S
per hour, and S the distance in which it was acquired. Where 
conditions of track will admit, advantage is taken of the 

stored up in descending a grade, so that it is only 
for the locomotive to supply the difference be-

energy 
necessary

the energy required to lift the train up the opposingtween
hill, and that acquired by descent of the approach. In order 
to take full advantage of these conditions, the power avail
able may be obtained by adding together the momentum 
energy of the train and tractive power of the locomotive.

Grade Resistance.—Grade resistance is due to the retard
ing effect of gravity on a train ascending an incline, 
fers from the speed resistance in that it is invariable, and 
can be calculated exactly.

It dif-

the
Curve Resistance.—Our knowledge of resistance due to 

curvature is in about the same state as that regarding some 
of the factors, before mentioned, in speed resistance. A good 

tests have been made, but the results have not been

tein
stand
difii
Sa,> to many

sufficiently exhaustive, and we are still compelled to accept
Various estimates,approximation for our estimates.some

from 0.5 lbs. to 1.72 lbs. per 
The American Locomotive Company

by different authorities, 
degree of curvature, 
have taken 0.80 as a suitable mean, and this seems to be a

run

reasonable figure to adopt. When a truck traverses a curve 
there are two different classes of resistance, viz..

1. Forces originating in truck.
2. Centrifugal and centripetal forces.

Observation has shown that on curves the tendency is for 
the front outside wheel to hug the rail, and the rear axles 
tend to lie in a radial position. Owing to the outside wheel 
having to travel a slightly greater distance than that on the

of the wheel not being free to

Railway.
Reduction.T$'rcezinItlPeratUre-

32 de R (32 degrees) or above .......................... .
15 d-LCeS ab°ve to 16 degrees above, or bad rail 5
Zero ?0 6s t0
11 deg-j. ,Q degrees below ................

di-gr^Cs t0 20 degrees below ..........
d6grpes bçl°w to 25 degrees below 

ees helow to 30 degrees below

Nil
per cent.

inner rail, and on account
the axle, there is a combination sliding and rolling 

motion of the outer wheel which further adds to the re- 
The continued relative motion between car body

turn onzero
. IS 
. 20
. 25 
. 30

sistance.
and truck, when traversing a curve, adds considerably to the
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1,987 tons.Tonnage, 50-ton capacity cars

13-94 ,v
1 VJ

From the foregoing it is evident that the work ^
engin is limited by either the boiler capacity ° ^ 

power ad esion. Engines are compared with respect ^
adhesion by comparing the factors of adhesion, ’^cb 
ratio between weight on drivers, and tractive effor > 
usually runs somewhere between 1-4 and i-S-

The boilers of most engines are unable to supP^;gber 
ficient steam to develop full tractive effort at. speeds^ ^ ’ 
than eight or ten miles per hour, and after this crltl t0 be 
has been reached the boiler becomes the limiting fac ^jll, 
considered in connection with load and speed. _ tbe 
therefore, be readily seen that on long level sect y.aji> 
boiler capacity becomes the principal factor in xlD 
loads.

an

si)f'

ei

Piston speed, feet per minute— 
1,200. 1,300. 1,600.1,400. 1,500.950. 1,00(0. 1,100.

Speed factor—
■ 435 -412 .372 -337 -307 -283 -261 .241

The sum of the above mentioned resistance must 
ducted from the tractive effort, in order to obtain 

available for hauling of trains. In order to
take the example of a consolidation engine

be de- 
the net 

illustrate
withpower 

this, let us 
the following dimensions :—

Cylinder, 24 x 32.
Wheel, 67 inches.
Boiler pressure, 180 lbs.
Weight on drivers, 104 tons. 
Weight on engine truck, 12 tons. 
Tender, loaded, 75 tons.

power
twenty
grad6,
ure)''

The problem is to find the net available tractive 
for this engine, in order thatand proper tonnage 

miles per hour may be maintained on a 0.5 per cent 
Tractive effort (MEP 85 per cent, of boiler press

49,475 lbs.
Speed, twenty miles per hour, therefore piston sP 

this engine is 629 feet per minute, and speed factor 
above table is 65 per cent.
Available tractive effort at this speed..
Resistance due to grade, account of

weight on drivers 104 x to..........
Resistance due to grade and speed on 

tender (2-3 load) and engine truck
—72 x 13-94 .......................................

Resistance due to head air—120 x
0.002 x 20 x .....................................

Resistance due to internal friction—
104 x 22.2 ...........................................

of

,158.75 lbS-32

1,040

1,003

96

.80 I»5'2308.8 4,447
lbs-

27.711

RAIL FAILURE TESTS.

Ninety per cent, of rail failures, as stated by r ^ tbe 
Wickhorst, engineer of tests for the rail committee 
Américain Railway Engineering Association at 1 e ^A 
convention of the association, are failures either 0 ^ t,ase’ 
or web, which constitute 50 per cent, of them; or ot et K 
which constitute 40 per cent. The cause of the ^ ,g 
ascribes to unsound ingots, and the remedy he sa basC 

uniform chemical structure in the ingot. ^gge5*5

»

more
failures he blames laminations in the base 
a cure better mechanical rolling.

minimum have beenresistance, and efforts to reduce this to a 
attempted by the adoption of roller side and centre bearings.

Experiments by Wellington show that the resistance is 
appreciably less with new rails, and becomes greater as t e 
outer rail is worn to the shape of the flange. It has been 
found that speed influences curve resistance, and one test on 
a one degree curve gave one pound resistance at a speed ot 
twelve miles per hour, and only one-half pound at twenty-two 
miles per hour. Experience has shown that length of wheel 
base considerably increases the resistance on a curve.

q_curve in Degrees.—Centrifugal force is directly pro
of the ve-portional to the weight multiplied by the square 

locity. The usual practice is to elevate the outer rail a limit
ed amount, from two to six inches, in order to counteract the 
tendency to lean toward the outside, and reduce the effect ot 
the centrifugal force on the rails. From the above it is 
evident that a different elevation would be necessary for each

for obvious reasons, to 
trains running at

different speed, and it is customary,
make this elevation suitable for passenger .

It is consequently too high for slow freight
ruling gradehigh speed.

trains, and where curves happen to come on a 
the tendency is to cause a slight increase in the resistance 
of the freight train. This is overcome by compensating the 
grade 0.04 per cent, for each degree in curvature.

Effort.—Having considered the various factors 
train resistance, we now direct atten- 

developed by the locomotive, and particu- 
the friction between the rim of drivers

at rear of

Tractive
which go to make up 
tion to the power 
larly that part due to 
and rail, and the power available for hauling tram
tender.

The available tractive power at slow speed is derived by 
_ work done in the cylinders, to the work per- 
the circumference of the drivers in one revolution.

obtain tractive effort—

(piston diameter) x stroke

equating the
formed at 
By the solution of the equation we

Mean effective pressure x

Diameter of driving wheel

is usually taken as eighty- 
In order to obtain

The mean effective pressure 
five per cent, of the boiler pressure, 
greater accuracy it is customary 
of locomotive and tender separate from the cars, and these 

be grouped under the following headings :—

to consider the resistances

may
1. Internal friction of locomotive, found by experiment 

to be 22.2 lbs. per ton weight qn the drivers.
2. Weight on drivers multiplied by grade resistance, 

of engine and trailing trucks, and ten-
resistance in train.

3. Resistance
ders taken same as car ..

4. Head-air resistance equal to 0.002 V X A where 
hour, and A the front area of engine (usuallyis miles per

taken 120 square feet).
5. Curve resistance .8 lbs. per ton per degree.

of increase in speed,6. Reduction necessary account
shown in attached table.

Table of Speed Factors.

Piston speed, feet per minute-
350. 375- 400. 425. 450. 475- 5°°- 525- 550.250. 275. 300. 325- 

Speed factor—
1.00 .976 .954 .932 .908 .886 .863 .840 .817 -795 -772 -75° .727

Piston speed, feet per minute—
575. 600. 625. 650. 675- 7°°- 725- 

Speed factor—
.704 ,é8o .660 .636 .614 .590 .570 -550 .530 .517 -487 -460

750. 775- 800. 850. 900-
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Approach Wall.Sketch A.—Side Elevation of Lower I .

tivei
"rhere n^ecure base in the lower approach to 
So fe.t | tcr excavation has bean carried to a 
feach f°w sealevel, the use of long piles is necessary 

T ock. which in places is over ioo feet below sea e 
structure planned to meet these conditions 

for &a series of piers, connected by flat spans 
causeway of successive flat-span bridges.

Gatun Locks, 
maximum of maeu-76

corn- 
above, to 
The orig-

Pri
constructed with the soffit on a curve, but for the sake of 
speed in construction, with consequent economy, as well as 
to afford better bracing for the forms in the erection of the 
piers, the stepped arch was adopted. The lower part of 
each riser is on the circumference of a regular segment, 
with 42-foot radius, so the strength of the arch is not dimin- 

Reinforcement in the base consists of twenty com-

-S8-0-

■/X/?<£- tr-p-

mn fefp Http LÜ ished.
tinuous longitudinal rows of 70-pound rail, resting on the 

of piles ; and duplicate rows of similar rail four feet 
six inches higher up. The side elevation of the base, and 
of a portion of the completed wall, is shown in the accom- 

sketch marked A.

HI »
. iff tops

panymg

A transverse section of the wall is shown in Sketch B. 
Each pier, as shown, consists essentially of two piers, con
nected by a semi-circular arch, 
tion of each component is 18 by 10 feet ; the inner sides 
are vertical for a height of 22 feet five and 11-32 inches, this 
point above the base being the springing line of the arch, 
which has a radius of 11 feet. On the outer faces the piers 
are vertical from base at elevation—39-37 feet, to the top, 
which is 12 feet above sealevel. The shaded sections shown 
in Sketch B are not parts of the pier proper, but of the 
spans connecting the piers in the causeway. The piers, 20 
in number, are set 50 feet apart, centre to centre. The 
spans connecting them are carried by four 6-foot, and six 4- 
foot 6-inch plate girders, encased in concrete. The tops of 
the spans will be left uneven, in preparation for the grout- 

the laying of track for the towing loco-

The horizontal normal sec-
?

^ '8 0^ -—-/s:»*-12

<7-[)9.4»S-/

Sketch
B,~~Sectional view (Twenty, 50 ft. Apart, Supp 

the Causeway). ing necessary to 
motives.’»ai

^ surm!|0ntemp,ated that the Piers should rest^on^br^ ^

ttotn r Uintlng the piles, but would no - earth
>yin*EraVati»n revealed, however, softness in the 
Tade at 6 rock which was not shown by
4?Sary to K-"16 °f determming the 10CkndSltprotect 
8ailst J blnd the piers together and P

nsverse sliding. Accordingly, the P

b" Plan
ase$ The six spans of wall nearest the locks are closed by 

2-foot curtain walls. This is to prevent water from surging 
from one approach channel to the other, between the piers, 
when a lock is discharging. Beyond the sixth pier the spams 
will be open, and the bottom of the spans will be two feet

bo
the borings 

ft became 
them

which
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driven on four-foot centres, longitudinally and trans
versely, and on 3-foot centres for the outermost two hundred 

surmounted by a continuous base of concrete, which

L°WeR APPROACH wall at gatun, panama. are

end lower approach wall of Gatun Locks, at the Atlantic 
l0c,‘ lffers from the five other approach walls in the Cana 
Userf <fnstruction. The cellular form of reinforced concrete 
ana iu°r tbe uPPer approach walls at Gatun, Pedro Migue , 
cans lraflores Locks could not be used in sea water, be 
beav °f itS possible effect on the steel reinforcement. The 
cent/ ^-section, double gravity-wall used for the lower 
found 5Ulde waUs at Pedro Miguel and Miraflores, and 

directly on rock, would be too heavy for the re a

feet, are
extends a foot below the top of the piles.

This base is 58 feet wide. The bottom is level, but the 
top is a series of inverted stepped arches, described on a 
radius of 42 feet. The haunches between the successive in
verted arches form the bases of the piers of the flat-span 
bridge. At the lowest step of the inverted arches, the thick- 

of the base is five feet seven inches ; at the springing
Several of the arches were

ness
line it is 10 feet seven inches.
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railwav

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE IN 
LOCATION.

The wall will extend 1,016 feet from theabove the water, 
line of the fender chains, and will contain approximately
45,000 cubic yards of concrete.

At the recent annual meeting of the American ^ 
Engineering Association, the following notes for rai 
cation were presented by a committee on “The Econo

BUILDING MATERIALS IN WESTERN CANADA. Railway Location” :—
Value of Maintaining Original Profile.—Railroa

It is a well-knownfiles change in the course of years, 
that fills settle, causing deep sags in the grade En6-

cheaper than ditching

With the exception of British Columbia there is very 
little building stone produced in Western Canada. This i= 

First, the rocks which underlie the de raising of tracks through cuts is 
is responsible for summits in the cuts.

due to two causes- 
veloped portions of the Prairie Provinces are of compara
tively recent age and are consequently soft in character and 
weather rapidly; second, there are very few rock exposures 
in the settled portions of these provinces except in the Rocky 
Mountains and the foot hills.

lized aS
is chiefly »

resp0®
In the early days it was not as thoroughly rea 

is at the present time that maintenance of way
also dif-matter of drainage. Shortage of money was 

sible in a large measure, for narrow cuts which 
ficult of drainage. In the effort to get away from

raised,

were
this Ofi 

tbereby 
rojected'

causing steeper grades than were originally P iaised 
Every cut being followed by a fill, the sequence 0 
cuts and depressed fills has caused a wide variation

In British Columbia there are large potential resources 
of building stone. They have, however, been developed only 
in certain localities on the Pacific Coast and have been con
fined to Cretaceous sandstone and certain volcanic rocks, 
situated on Vancouver Island and adjacent islands. Varieties 
of marble are also quarried on Texada Island.

While the prairie Provinces have not been proved to 
contain building stone in great quantity they possess large 
deposits of lime-rock shales and clay suitable for the manu
facture of cement ; also large deposits of clay and shale 
suitable for the manufacture of brick of various kinds, tiles, 
sewer pipe, etc.

dition, and to secure a ditch, tracks were

tb«from

becked- J
de bav^

If places of this character occur to®'

original ruling grade.
On some lines, where the profile has been c

has been found that stretches of 0.3 per cent, gra i
come 1 per cent, 
point of heavy resistance, an immediate effect on 
nage of a train is the result. When an engine is firc 
with its bar well forward, with the fireman tired out, ^ wjll 
dirty, and the steam pressure dropping, such plaCfreque$t 
cause the stalling of a train, and in a short time the 
delays will result in decreased tonnage rating. ^

Raising tracks is not as economical as the secti
Whit® 
better

The region bordered on the east by the Great Plains, 
and on the west by the Coast Range, does not, so far as

Shales also areknown, contain extensive clay resources, 
rare because, in most instances, the deposits of argillaceous 
material have been altered to slaty rock or schists.

man and supervisor would lead us to believe, 
drainage is undoubtedly secured, it is generally

prac';■>
tice to clean the ballast, and widen cuts to secure puf 
and to raise track only when it becomes necessary^sjofls' 
roadbed to a proper line and surface. On such 0 
grade stakes should be used to establish the gra e • ^ p6(- 

On many railroads an effort has been made to P ^ 
manent monuments, so that the track could be kept 
stant elevation. The difficulty of maintaining 
along a roadbed is wel' known. They are not on y 
be a menace to the lives of the trainmen, but the) j 0c 
stantly settling, and being knocked by sectionmen, ^ pjgC 
casionally by derailments. However, the importance 
ing permanent monuments cannot be over-estimate • ^ ^jl-

Compensating Old Roadbeds.—In the early day5 ur
practical C0|»'

Exploration in the Pacific Coast region has, thus far, 
disclosed only a limited extent of clay resources, but import
ant shale deposits are found at Sumas Mountain, southeast 
of Vancouver.
shale deposits and a number of these clays are found in the 
vicinity of Vancouver, Victoria and on several of the islands 
in the Strait of Georgia.

The cement plants in operation in Western Canada are 
situated at Babcock, Manitoba ; Winnipeg, Man., (under 
construction); Calgary, Alta. ; Exshaw, Alta. ; Blairmore, 
Alta, (one operating and one under construction) ; West of 
Edmonton, Alta, (one under construction) ; Todd Inlet, 
B.C. (one operating and one under construction).

In the above list there are four new plants described as 
under construction, but all expect to be in operation in the 
spring of 1913. The Rocky Mountains undoubtedly contain 
enormous deposits of raw material similar to that used at 
Blairmore and . Exshaw which will be developed as the de
mand increases.

Surface clays are more extensive than the
cO»'

-°5v
CO»'

roadimg, compensating for curvature _
known. For many years it was probably unnecessar ^(
pensation for curvature is not vital to small trains .^jpjlll 
at speed. The resistance due to curvature is pr 
felt by heavy tonnage trains on ruling grades where 
gime is rated at a high percentage of its cylinder^^ye 
power. Various experiments have been made to 
how much reduction in grade would compensate for^g praC 

sistance of curvature. It has generally been^.^ fit 
tice to compensate this at a stated amount, and, 
method is not as accurate as could be desired, 1 c0x^\ 
much better than mo compensation at all. From ^ 
able observation of the influence of curvature, toge ^ tl1® 
the examination of numerous tests of its effect, it \ 
some rules can be laid down which will improve 
practice. The rules follow :

Rules for Grade Compensation.—1. ComPenS 
per degree :

(a) When the length of curve is less than 
of the longest train.

was

6'v

UNEXPECTED RAILWAY TESTS.

Fifty-one thousand surprise tests were conducted by the 
Pennsylvania Railroad last year to test the alertness of its 
men in heeding signals. In these there were 510 failures on 
the part of the men to obey the signals, and the railroad 
company, arguing that each of these failures contained the 
possibility of an accident, protests vigorously against a bill 
introduced into the New Jersey Legislature requiring the 
railroad to give previous notice in writing to the engineman 
where tests of apparatus are to be made.

re5the P
0)

half the » i



Vati0n CornPensate .05 per degree wherever the loss of ele- 
can be
^lustration

spared.
An ,be accomplished by-will show what can 

l0n of curvature on old roadbeds:
C0QlPemSati

Takc r a °-5 per cent, grade five miles long, with an
If the rVatUre of 60 Per mile, without compensation.
IanSth ™aXlmum curve is 6 deg. and the curve equal in 
effect j °. tbe luug-est train, the curvature will have the same 
added IIniting tonnage as a grade of 0.24 per cent. T is,
°f 0.7, dle 0-5 per cent, grade, would make a ruling gra e 
Mleg n{>er cen*- The effect of the curvature on the v® 

grade would e 300 deg., which, at an average o 
degree, wou amount to 10% ft. If this 10/2 t. 

to the 132 ft. of rise in e five miles ot grade, it
the mile, which 

cent.

aver
se

°'°35
IS added

‘S e9uai ? aIem to 142% ft., or 
COltlPein=. ° a °'S4 Per cent, grade. If this 0.54 Per 
d’ateiy ated grade is laid so as to be superimposed imme 
re'balia . °Ve tbe Present roadbed, it will be found that y 
Cent. the track to permanent stakes oil a o.54 Per
'vilj a new ruling grade can be established, w uc
!he u.q n 2 Per cent below the °-74 Per cent equivalent o
6t|gth -,< r cent- uncompensated grade. On a grade o 

t0llriage Wil1 be Pussible to haul nearly 25 pei cent, grea or 
°Peration fF tra*n’ thereby securing a very large economy 

°r a small expenditure of money.

ft. to

0l> low *)ensation of Low Grades.—The effect of curvatur 
»r»vide/trades is generally greater than on heavy grades 
°W gradp 6 length of tram is what would be justified by the 

Ï* Ia speaking of low grades, levels, o., per cent., 
Qn nt‘ and 0.3 per cent, grades are referred to.

Baid double track railroads, particular attention 
Here stp V6S’ whether uphill, downhill, or level, at_ places 
'V d e b b«»S taken by the engine » “xojmgjn

haVe itsL ' 0n virtual level *rades eaCh traî, IÛ
f 8 duwnS6nts slightly raised and its curves slightly P_ 
S, S1111, so that the pull by the engine may be uni 
^ePitig t, the resistance of the line constant. The va 

1 as tlS lin® resistance constant becomes mote 
a the train increases. One of he prune
[■ d in t^. p hauling a long train is the danger 0S;rcur”'"" “ “nrjff » »tt of ti 1 having many short curves, it 1 jf
of6 ^ginp 6 train to be constantly taken up and e ' ^

fSe trainrUtlS 0ut 011 a bit of straight track, w e” ccelerate 
i, ter than ,1S hunched on the curves, it will gr
4 Schiny. he other end of the train. Unless t e ^ QUt 
isSbar ’ and using the brakes slightly, be m®y £e train 
> a CUrvIf- on the other hand, the front end of the t^_ 

Cy is for tlL’ and the rear €nd on straight trac ’ d break 
the rear end to run in on the front end, and

°.2 Per

should be

in

import
ée

of ,b> When 
f a grade.

i When curvature is in no sense limiting.
Compensate .035 per degree.

kno-o^ ^'hen curves are between Vi and H as long as the 
sest train.

rise fr ^ ^'ben the curve occurs between 20 ft. and 4° ft- °f 
0!n the bottom of the grade.
Compensate .04 per degree.

ib ^^6re tbe curve is habitually operated at low speed. 
the lp ^ ^bere the length of the curve is longer than H °f 

(cj8tb of the longest train.
Where super-elevation

within the first 20 ft. of risea curve occurs

is excessive for freighttrains.

in, <d) At all Places where curvature is likely to be limit-

a knuckle. It should not be supposed that it is impossible 
to have different classes of compensation on each track of 
a double track railroad.

Super-Elevation.—From a scientific standpoint (not al- 
from a financial view), it is evident that a six-trackways

railroad is- the most desirable for a road that handles a three-
speed service. This will give a passenger track, a fast 
freight track, and a slow freight track in each direction. 
Without attempting to discuss at this time what will be 
gained by the operation of a six-track railroad, it should be 
said that as many tracks as possible are justified if a stand
point of super-elevation alone is considered. Of course, it 
becomes necessary for a train to stop occasionally on a 
curve, and for that particular case the super-elevation is al
ways wrong.

Inasmuch as no super-elevation at all is necessary at 
low speeds, it may be eliminated entirely on tracksvery

that are used exclusively for standing cars, and very low
super-elevation, if any, should be used in yard tracks.

On a single-track railroad carrying more than one class 
of traffic, there are two ways to treat super-elevation:

(1) Make the freight tonnage rating as great as pos
sible, and in accordance with the ruling grade. In this 
case, it will be necessary to elevate the curves for freight 
speed, and run the passenger trains slowly over the ruling 
grades.

(2) Use a higher super-elevation for passenger speeds, 
and decrease the tonnage rating to make up for the increas
ed resistance caused by the wheels of the freight trains 
binding against the lower rail.

Single-track railroads which are crooked can rarely haul 
as high a percentage of rating as double-track railroads, on 
account of the super-elevation being wrong. It is very easy 
to see that every down-grade becomes an up-grade for move
ments in the opposite direction On a single-track road. 
Inasmuch as the movement downhill is likely to be faster 

the it is uphill, the super-elevation must be made forthan . .
the downhill movement or introduce speed limits on down
hill trains.

Resistance, Train, Total, Including Track.—On single 
lines that are exclusively for freight, super-elevation 
ruling grades should be made for not over 
hour. It is less expensive to slow down the descending 
movement than to reduce tonnage rating on account of ex
cessive super-elevation.

This is especially true on curves of large central angle- 
As an example, a curve of 18 deg. is cited.
(one helping) hauling 3,500 tons of coal ordinarily stalled 

8 deg. 30 ft. curve with 185 deg. central angle with
reduced to 3 ins. and

on
15 miles per

Two engines

on an
5%-in. elevation. The elevation was 
no difficulty was had. This curve was compensated .04 per 
degree and was an 0.85 per cent, grade.

On many mountain roads a long train may be on seven 
and when such is the case, observa- 

value when tonnage is the
or eight curves at once, 
tion of minor points is of great
main issue.

Spirals.—Without discussing the theory ol the spiral as 
affecting railway grades, it should be said that the object o 
thf spiral is twofold :

(1) To afford a run-off and a run-on from a level cross- 
section to a super-elevated cross-section.

(2) To ease the horizontal passage from a straight line
to a curve.

It is evident that in passing from a level position to a 
when the inner rail of the curve issuper-elevated position, 

laid at grade, the centre of gravity of the mass of the tram
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ahead of the engine. If two engines are used ahead 00
second engine-must be raised through a distance equal to one-half the 

super-elevation. This is generally a minor rise, but in or
der to haul uniform tonnage this minor point should be 
carefully observed, especially where limiting conditions are 
found, such as places near the end of a long-continued ef
fort. It has been proposed in the past that the inner rail be 
depressed a distance equal to one-half of the super-elevation, 
and the outer rail be raised the same amount. While this 
has been objected to by some railroad men, it can certainly 
be done and so maintained, and from a tonnage nauiage 
standpoint it is desirable. It is submitted that the railway 
of the future, which is scientifically operated, will find con
ditions such as these limiting their tonnage unless care is 
taken. While it might be said that refinements in the track 

unimportant, it should be borne in mind that, in order to 
realize the full value of improvements, these matters must 
be taken into consideration. A combination of correct con
ditions results in the most effective operation.

train, and it is necessary to work the 
position of the front engineer is unbearable. If one 
is used in the rear and one in front, and the smoke an^ ^ 
from the second engine reaches the first one, the 10^ 
gine crew are in the same position as in the case ^ 
double-header, but if the tram is skilfully hand e

engine will not reach t e , )y 
inside is consider^

engi®6 
d gaS

the

smoke and gas of the rear
In tunnels where the gradeengine.

less than the ruling grade, it is sometimes found P°
there is *» _

than tD
dif'

shut off one engine entirely, and in that case 
ficulty, provided that the train does not move faster
air current. hard ai

The natural tendency is to drive the engine as ^ get 
possible through the tunnel on a heavy grade in or er ^ tjje 

through quickly. The speed of the air currents 
Churchill system of ventilation in a tunnel a 1111® dis- 

usually averages about 8j4 miles an hour over the 1 ^ jts 
If the tunnel is being worked to anywhere n^.()USiy

56 It Vs

are
long

tance.
capacity, the additional time in the tunnel may 
limit the number of trains that may be put through- ^ 
been found, however, that if the tunnel is cleaned °u ^ete 
ventilating apparatus before the passage of each traiiu 
is little difficulty in getting through. As a rule, t e 

crews prefer this method.
Double-track tunnels are of sufficient section s° tj,e 

there is little discomfort in a tunnel a mile long, eVe°-ce is 
locomotive is fired all the way through. The Pr®c ynited 
Europe has always been much better than that in t e ^eCt\o® 
States in that even with single-track tunnels tlieir ^rtat>l6 
has been large enough so that they are less unC°j!|ir,0pe 
than those in this country. Tunnel ventilation in ^ 
largely restricted to the dilution of locomotive & g»:
plenty of fresh air rather than driving the smoke 

ahead of the engine.

Reverse Curves.—Curves that reverse without any 
between them mean operating expense. Not only 

the super-elevation change abruptly, but the trucks
It is con-

tangent 
must
must change their position in the same manner, 
sidered good practice to leave room between the points of 
spiral for four freight cars to straighten up after they change 
direction. On most new construction, provision is made 
for at least 1,000 ft. between curves, and this practice is re
commended unless great expense is involved.

tb»1

Effects of Tunnels.—Many railroads are suffering to
day on account of the fact that during the early days of con
struction it was not thoroughly realized that a tunnel might 
be a limiting feature. The following are the causes of the 
limiting effect of tunnels : ( 1 ) A tunnel is dark, making the 

crew less confident. (2) A derailment in a tunnel is almost 
to result in serious damage and loss. (3) The heat in Id*1'sure

long tunnels, especially if of small section, is intense. (4) 
The track conditions, such as line and surface, are never as 
good as on the outside. (5) The rail is generally damp, 
causing either the excessive use of sand, or the slipping of 

(6) Drainage in tunnels is usually bad, and dif-

In the construction of new tunnels, an effort ^ ^onSider’ 
ways be made to reduce the grade in the tunnel ^ggd0 
ably below the ruling grade, so that there may be no ^pel- 
touching the fire during the passage through 1 ^ ^ tb's 
Ample section to secure good conditions is essentia^ .
connection it should be noted that the effect of Ion

rade » 
cent- ^

si^le'
re-

drivers.
ficult to improve. (7) There are usually speed restrictions 
in tunnels. (8) It was formerly the practice to carry maxi

grades through tunnels in order to shorten them. This
track tunnels of narrow section on the ruling g 
duce the tonnage rating in the tunnel by 10 permum

serious defect in many cases makes tunnels the ruling 
points. (9) In tunnels of small section the use of helper en
gines is undesirable on account of the heat. 110) The smoke 
and gas add to discomfort of operation. (11) The. imprac
ticability of firing in long tunnels causes a drop in steam

THREE NEW ALLOYS.
tic*”

the A*e;> 
Boston- p. 

cent v

report as chemists 
ur D. Little, Inc.,

the various items of re

In their last off 
Institute of Metals, 
tion three new alloys among

pressure.

There have been many plans devised for tunnel ventila
tion. Most of them are successful under some circumstances, 
but none is successful under all conditions. Long tunnels 

generally built by means of shafts, and these snafts are 
sometimes left open to aid the ventilation. If the heat in 
the tunnel is greater than that outside, shafts will help when 
the atmosphere is low in humidity. When the humidity is 
high, shafts make but little difference in tunnel conditions. 
This is unfortunate, as tunnels at such times are very foul. 
Disc fans used in the shaft will operate satisfactorily some
times, but their efficiency seems to vary about the same as 
the open shaft. Pure air blown down shafts is successful 
at times, but if the shaft is near the centre, it generally hap
pens that only one end of the tunnel is cleared out, the air 
remaining stationary at the other.

The Churchill system of ventilation, by which pure air 
is blown through the tunnel from one end through nozzles 
fitted at the sides of the tunnel, is successful, if the engine- 

operate the locomotive so that the smoke is blown

tb<gress in the metal industry.
A French patent has recently been issued ^ av„ ^ 

production of two types of alloys from copper, zinsjstance j 
con which are claimed to possess great tenacity, r ^ ^pisb6 
acids and alkalis and to be capable of rolling in

shapes. » jaX 'T js
Another new alloy has been patented by tnL ' ' vV)iicb 

Company, composed of iron, nickel and copper-^ teVs> 
claimed to be non-corrosive, malleable, of # ^

A new type of pyrophoric alloy has been ■ ^ 0 *
Germany which consists of the addition of 5 PeI C Tbe * ^ 
lie cerium to an alloy of manganese and antimony ^;s » ^ 

ventor claims excellent pyrophoric properties >r° 0f 1 .£ 
which is essentially different from the other al ( ^ 
type in which cerium is the main source of t e 

characteristics.

cover** ÿi-
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i*strength and capable of being rolled, drawn or
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COSTS OF CONCRETE PAVEMENTS.

a Paper before the American Society of Engineers 
Contractors, and reprinted in the Journal of the Society, 

Pont35 t0 45°- C- M. Boynton, inspecting engineer, Universal 
Mp.‘and Cement Company, writes on “Concrete Pavement; 
aK„ ds and Cost of Construction.” The following data is

tacted from same ;—
c0u analysis of the material costs of one-course and two- 
as t kW°rk wiU show that the difference is so very slight 
mat° bC doubtful of estimation. However close an approxi- 
f0re10n an estimate mav be, it cannot be exact, and, there- 
the ’ U.Wi11 readily be seen in the following formulas that 
tieCP7ain c°nsideration in choice of type of pavement mus 
the t,Sanly he dependent upon the materials available ; an 
Thi/f0 chosen will be that to which thy are best adapted. 
ProPortiomUla h based on Taylor & Thompson’s Table o

''ng: C equal cost of cement per barrel,
G equal cost of gravel per cubic yard,
S equal cost of sand per cubic yard. 

mat4,0r 0ne-c°urse work of 1:2:3 mix, 7 ins- thick’ 
•Ogsrç' COst per square yard of pavement is -325 
cotot.n P Us •i46G; while for two-course work, 7 ms- 1C 
teria^ S6d 0f I:2%=5 base, and a t:i% top mortar, the m -
Bills C°st Per square yard of pavement is -342C P us ’10 

•'33G.
The

?0st by 
ltles and

Witv,
Cost 0f 8:ood equipment and an average gang 
squar niixing and placing should not exceed 7 cents' , 
« <2 Td <« 7 ins. of concrete. To .hi, should be added 

° 3 cents per square yard for finishing an 
c°Urspar> f°r handling the forms, making a . tota or 
begn stW°rk °I to cents for mixing and placing. s 
itig sin 1|ed’ tbere is a slight difference in the 
°f thP t 6 and two-course work, with the advantage

e f°rmer.
1 Cent exPar>sion joints is such a simple °Pera*'° t
be addePdClthSqUare yard should cover the CaStf'eltTd°elivered on 

joK the cost of metal joint and tarred felt del
’ 0r the cost of filling the joint with a plastic _

problem; but

The

ualize the 
in the several quan-

Se two formulas show the tendency to eq
small compensating differences 

are given here to illustrate this point.
the actual

cost of plac- 
in favor

thg

0n •
06 coun,Clty streets the water supply is not a or

WawghWayS' Where k iS neCeSSaTteÎ advisable to 
cttalçg ter a considerable distance, it 1 , g
C°st of' Careful survey of the situation. I” eS*'m'\ vement
dat*P f0 6r tbe amount required for keeping the pa
?MsXa-^i0d °f days n0t bC neglew?aLrlon-
dltions mdefinite quantity dependent upon 1 On
thP J’ only an approximate cost can be suggested

”'k «■-
be Bum, ■ ^3'5° Per day (the wage for a ma .-.prating

:nU2lng) Plus oil and gasoline required m operating
^ilwa^ne an Pump. Water for the Mukwanago Road

2-*— 'X he, cubic yard « «’"«"“'.ukL

r *ts Snh 1 Water is purchased from the ci > huilder’s 
^uiptnen.Ur s' In both cases the contractor s an p;p_
nS. etc mUst include the necessary engines, P

sifhWaysCoft °f haU,ing water for use in CT^ful con- 
„.derati0ri T°ncrete is often an item worthy fs con-
itî'"d h» .T"; ■ 01 supplying ”“'00,•P‘économie»1-

i. .av2,°L„d=n,,ra,ufflde„, ^«-5

engin 6 attached directly to the city main, thus ^ ^ 
f6elt or ri and. Pump, but where water is taken ^ pump vvin 

r m vicinity of work, an engine

be required. The cost of gasoline engines varies with rated 
horse-power from approximately $105 for a 2-h.p. engine to 
$320 for a 9-h.p. The cost of pumps would vary according 
to the capacity pressure required and the conditions under 
which work would be performed.

On one job in the vicinity of Milwaukee, 7,200 lin. ft. of 
2-in. pipe at $6.80 per 100 ft. -cost $489.60, and the laying, 
$20 per mile, amounting to $27.20, makes the total cost 
$516.80, or $0.72 per foot. On the other job 11,200 ft. of 
2-in. pipe cost $1,008 laid, or $.09 per foot. For supplying 
water, the city of Milwaukee received $.005 per cubic yard 
of concrete mixed and $.005 for each square yard of pave
ment, making a cost of $.00583 per square yard of finished 
pavement.

Where the construction is small, the installation of .ef
ficient pumping equipment may not be justified, in which 
case hauling in tank wagons can be resorted to. One team 
hauling tanks having upwards of 350 gals, capacity will 
supply a mixer of cu. yd. with sufficient water for a day’s 
run, provided the haul is 1miles or less. On one job of 
4,800 sq. yds. in Wisconsin the water cost $75 for the entire 
work, plus the cost of hauling and pumping, which was $7 
a day for 19 days. Another contract was $10 for water and 
$4 a day for hauling. This work covered 3,500 sq. yds., but 
the haul was short and one team working half a day could 
keep the mixer supplied.

In discussing the cost of concrete pavements, a few ex
amples of actual construction will help to make clear the di
vision of expense. The first pavement was laid recently in 
a small town in the central part of Illinois, totaling 5,000 sq. 

The total cost of the work was $3,964.02, excludingyds.
-cost of equipment, which consisted of a % yd. Koehring 
mixer of the latest type and a 4%-h.p. gasoline engine, and 
also excluding the cost of the water for mixing and 
sprinkling. The pavement was 45 ft. wide and uniformly 0 
ins. thick. The cost of the work was divided as follows :—

$ 14000
1,547-15 
1,284.97 

560.07
35-00

48.67
30.75

307.41

Superintendence .........................................
1,457 bbls. cement .......................................
Sand, stone and gravel...............................
Labor .............................................................
Lumber and forms.......................................
Bitumen and creosoted blocks for joints
Coal and oil for mixer and engine -----
Excavation ........................................... .

A summation of these figures gives the cost of this road 
as $4.76 per cubic yard or $0.79 per square yard.

During the summer of 1912 Milwaukee County, Wiscon
sin, constructed several concrete highways to the south and 
southwest of Milwaukee. Data on a two days’ run from one 
of these jobs were collected. Twenty-four men, and a >5 yd. 
Smith mixer of the dumping type were able to place 94.1 
cu. yds. or 470 sq. yds. of 9-ft. road 7 ins. thick at a total 
cost of $364.41, exclusive of cost of grading and interest and 
depreciation on equipment, 
free to the contractor on the siding nearest the work and 
hauled to the job at his expense.

In figuring the cost of the road, the cost of materials to 
the county was included with the cost of mixing and placing 
carried by the contractor, and are itemized as follows :—
hi.5 bbls. cement .................................................
9^ yds. bank-run gravel ........ '...........................
Water piped from the city ................................
Baker protection plates for expansion joints
Coal and oil for engine ......................................
Labor .....................................................................

The materials were furnished

$115.96
94.86
19.27 
29.07 
4.00 

101.25

This gives a cost per cubic yard of $3*q8 and $0.79K 
per square yard.
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FLOW

METHODS OF ESTIMATING STREAM 
WHEN STREAMS ARE FROZEN*

By W. G. Hoyt.f

obtaining daily dischat#
briefly B ^

as follows: Daily gauge heights are obtained from aj^_ 

maintained at a permanent datum. Current meter 0f
ments are made to determine the flow at different s = t(e(j 
the river. The results of these measurements are , 
■w ith gauge heights as ordinates and discharge m 
feet as abscissas. A curve is drawn through these plying' 
points and the daily discharge is obtained by ^ j]je 
the mean daily gauge heights to the curve.

will remam
will Plot

Another piece of construction work for Milwaukee was
The work was done bya road 18 ft. wide and 7 ins. thick.

using a % yd. Chain Belt mixer with chute delivery, 
piped along the road from the city as in the 

preceding case, but a 4%-h-p. gasoline engine was necessary 
to force the water up to the head required. The work re
corded covered a period of four days and cost $1,128.46, ex
clusive of equipment and grading. The cost of piping and 
water for this and the preceding job was fully accounted for 
in a former paragraph. The cost of the work was divided as

20 men,
The water was

The usual methods of
under open-water conditions may bestreams

nd-follows :—
414 bbls. cement ...................................

yds. sand and 152.3 yds. gravel

$430.92
340.84

60.20
76.50
7.50

232.50

92
Water ......................................................................
Baker protection plates for expansion joints
Coal and oil for mixer and engine.....................
Labor ..................................................................................

con-
channel is fairly permanent, such a curve 
stant and measurements made from year to year
close proximity to it.From these figures we arrive at a cost of $4-7° per cubic 

yard and $0.91 per square yard for the pavement.
In southwestern Michigan a short strip 798 ft. long, 9 ft. 

wide and 7 ins. thick of 1:2:4 .concrete cost $717-83, ex-
The equipment 

wheel-

20, im
4

elusive of grading, equipment and water, 
consisted of a 7-cu. ft. Clover Leaf mixer, necessary 
barrows and shovels and lumber for forms.

much smaller than that of any of the other

1t> ......
i£

,5/5p-The gang on .F3- June I,Marchthis road was 
roads. Details of the cost were:—

Ï
tn

$234.00
37-59

196.34

10.00
96.00

144.00

FtiX225 bbls. cement ................
69 yds. sand ............................
136.35 yds. gravel ..............
Gasoline and oil for mixer
Baker plates ..........................
\abor .....................................

n)cn
«81 ov
om —5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10’0°3

Discharge in Second Fee+
Flgi 1,—Open-Water Rating Curve for Rainy R‘ver

International Falls, Minn. metet
(The curve is based on a large number of curr^”ng b°'11 

measurements and plotted winter measurements s 0 ^ k6 
relation between stage and discharge is destroys 

conditions).

4000
This gives a cost per cubic yard of $4.68 and per square at

yard of $0.91.
In the west central part of Michigan 2,586 ft. of concrete 

ft. 2 ins. wide and .55 of a foot thick were constructed by 
township as an experiment. A gang of 12 men using a 7- 

cu. ft. side delivery Koehring mixer did the work for a total 

cost of $3,392.62, divided approximately as follows :—
uoier°u5

When the temperature falls below freezing, D jUce^ 
conditions affecting stream flow are liable to be ]ati011

the otherwise fairly constan ^ to
between stage and discharge, thus making it.i^discb^6 
employ special methods to arrive at the true dai y

$ 870.00 
553.28 
170.12 

1,690.50

746 bbls. cement.....................................
655.9 yds. sand and gravel ..........
Baker protection plates and filler 
Labor ...................................................... which tend to destroy

These figures give a cost of $7.28 per cubic yard or 
$1.31 per square yard. Had the cost of 'grading, excavation 
and culverts been added to the above, the cost of pavement 
would have been increased to $8.73 per cubic yard or $1.46

(Fig. 1.) • he A0"'
Measurements of discharge which indicate t ^0(J iot 

the time they are taken are fundamental in any 
winter estimates. The accuracy of the results c0v
largely on the frequency of the measurements, an > ^gcip* 
nection with records of gauge heights, temperature^.^tes 

ice conditions, they form the basis °r

per square yard.
The following work was constructed in the north central 
of Illinois during October and part of November of last 

The road is 5.500 ft. long, 12 ft. wide and has a uni-
part
year
form thickness of 6 ins. The total cost, not including water, 
macadam shoulders and equipment, was $7,089.42. 
equipment consisted of a Yi yd. Koehring mixer, road grader, 
plows, scrapers, road roller and the necessary wheelbarrow- 

and shovels. The cost was as follows :—

tation and 
of flow. te»'1 J

Precipitation is the cause of all run-off, anc fate 
perature is the controlling factor in regulating f0110^
which winter precipitation reaches the stream ->^ g0vefj^ 
that temperature is, in general, the most import-m^,, * 
ing factor and should be given special consi 

making winter estimates of runoff.
Estimates of stream flow under winter con 

be made by the following methods :

The

$2,333-65
582.49

1,78793
51.99

2,274 bbls. cement ......................................................................
720 yds. sand ...............................................................................
1,185 yds. gravel ........................................................................
Operative cost of mixer ----- ■................................................
Baker plates and creosoted wood blocks for ex

pansion joints ......................................................................

,.yn'ditioa5

ic»1
Ge ol°^

Unite
t District Engineer, Water Resources Branch- pau 

, Old Capitol Building,

160.03 
2,282.52

The total of these figures determines the cost per cubic 
yard as $5.80 or $0 96 per square yard. No information was 
obtained on the cost of water for this work.

* Abstract of work of the United States
d

Labor Survey.

States Geological Survey 
Minn.

January

Feb. 16, &
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&Qy Kl*. Esti
mated Mo+es 

Dis
charge

Effec
tive
Gage
Height

Esti
mated
Back-

Water

Min.
^P* TempTe

1
i
$

30
il

HEAH DlSCHAR5E

•—Tb_
TOTAL MEAN

Sec.-Et. per sq. Mile 
Runoff Depth in Inches 

Runoff In Acre Feet 
Accuracy

SEC.-FT. Compu+ed

Checked
b*'.... ....

-to.
■to..

min'mum....

F?ec0rSrtU88ested Form of Special Computation
s and Estimates of Stream Flow Beneath Ice.

Ntti!eB!’ the graphic method, plotting the records of tem- 

ake and jreciPitation and gauge heights to the water su -
% t0 tfetermining the amount of correction necessary to 

t;6 t;tble m 8auge heights in order that the open-water r 
tin? betweenayt-be USed’ basinS the variation m * 18„C,,oria. 
hi ~ “i fi-a, imes of measurements directly on ,.

n tbe s!Se bei£hts and temperature conditions an 
1 he 11111 by record of precipitation and ice con 
nation °f Method 1 depends primarily upon the
>SinI*,6 nation. Stations are now located at several 
>ingtbe United States and Canada at which this method 

b°d Can lent results, but, as their number is e ,
W am,°nly be used in special cases. ,
a t^bet of H acy of Method 2 will depend largely upon 
C6 curve ‘SrTharge measurements and their con^°r°“d 

•p1 statiô 1 18 believed that this method can e 
all b(‘ twS tban can Method i.
M,JauSinR d8 described in No. 3 will apply at
‘Sd°d 3 (a)S,iatl°ns which are affected by, 1Cb6ut it is be- 
aHfl d that , /, . tbe °ne now commonly used, b , %
aft^ that ^ (b) and 3 (c) will give better results tha 3 

' ha= an / 3 (c), which is described more fully here 

vantage over either 3 (a) or 3 3

Sheet for

practically
conditions.

fflON ...RIVER
°F now DURING WINTER PERIODS OF.AT

Near .-19.--—MONTH OF.

surfac y tbe application of the gauge heights of the water 
c°ntroll,t0 lbe open-water rating, when it is known that the 
' w 1Dg pcdn* for the gauge is clear of ice and that no 

2 ater exists at the gauge.
ments y developing a curve based on discharge measure- 
appligj3^ gauS"e heights to the water surface to which is 
the ohc lrectly 1 the open water-gauge heights as taken by

itients .a8*rig the flow directly upon discharge 
®au6e’he' *nt0 account the climate, ice conditions and

dischaj tbe eye method, working directly with the daily 
spectio86’ Varyin£ it between times of measurement by in- 
8auge , ,ot the temperature d precipitation records and 

eights, and nHinctinin* mmoarison of results for

back

measure-

stations.

ights applyin8T the open 
ter,nined d apPlying to these discharges a coefficient as de- 
?Cc°tdin dt tlmes of measurements, varying the coefficient 
lce condfl- t0 a knowledge of temperature, precipitation and

hei water rating to the gauge

A discharge measurement taken under ice conditions, 
when plotted to the open water gauge heights (Fig. i), will 
always plot either on the open water curve or to the left, 
showing that the disturbing conditions result in a back
water effect.
given gauge height it is only necessary to determine the 
magnitude of this backwater effect at the gauge. Since the 
formation of ice is due entirely to climatic conditions, it fol
lows in general that the amount of backwater varies directly 
with climatic conditions.

Having determined accurately the amount of backwater 
at stated intervals by discharge measurements, it is possible 
to determine the backwater effect between times of measure
ment by constructing a curve of backwater. Such a curve 

be drawn by following the observed gauge heights and 
the climatic and other conditions which cause the backwater.

Therefore, to arrive at the true flow for a

can

The development of this method has been largely based 
on studies made during the winter of igii and 1912 on the 
Rainy River, at International Falls, Minn. At this point 
there is a regular current meter gauging station just below 
the plant of the Minnesota and Ontario Power and Paper 

The Canadian Department of Public Works de-Company.
termines the flow at the plant by means of wheel ratings and 
the same flow is also computed by the United States Geo
logical Survey at its regular gauging station. The average 
monthly variation in flow, as determined by these two methods 
during the five months from June to October, 1912, was
0.75 per cent.

The Rainy River, for some miles below the power plant, 
has a very slight slope, so that notwithstanding the fact that 
this part is usually free from ice, due possibly to the presence 
of acid from the paper mill and to the agitation of the water 
as it passes through the wheels, there is more or less back- 

effect due to the formation of ice which occurs belowwater
the open water stretch.

We have, therefore, at this point a gauge station which 
is so affected by ice that the regular methods of computation 
of daily discharge do not apply, and also a station where the 
true daily flow is obtained, so that data are available for 
studying the effect of the ice. This study has been made 
graphically on Fig. 2, which shows the following curves :

1. The observed daily gauge height for the gauging 
station below the dam.

2. The corrected daily gauge height obtained by using 
the rating table for the Station below the dam and finding 
the daily gauge height corresponding to the daily discharge 
given by the records of flow through the plant (no water

over the dam).
The mean daily temperature at the gauging station.

passes
3-
4. The daily precipitation at the gauging station.
5. The daily backwater effect obtained by taking the dif

ference between the observed and corrected gauge height 
curves, which shows the amount which the recorded gauge 
height reading should be corrected to give a gauge height 
which will, when used with the open water rating table, give 
the true discharge.

A study of the mean temperature curve and the back- 
shows that these two curves tend to follow the 

general direction, which confirms the assumptions pre
water curve 
same
viously stated. This is also borne out by records at other 
stations, and it is therefore believed that this relation will 
hold on the average steam, unless it is destroyed by unusual 
precipitation or ice conditions ; that is, ice jams which can- 

be taken into account in the construction of the back-not
water curve.

Based on this assumption, it is possible to construct the 
backwater curve from a comparatively few measurements of

L
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As already stated, the accuracy of this method w 
pend upon the frequency of these measurements. ^^uent 
winter conditions are more or less constant, ess of 
measurements will be required, as it is during P g of

Res,,V

thedischarge distributed through the period affected by ice from 
which the backwater effect on the days on which they are 
taken can be obtained. By plotting these values as ordinates 
and days as abscissas under a daily temperature curve, it is 
possible to draw a curve through the point so plotted, follow
ing the same general shape as the temperature curve, which

In draw-

thaws that the principal uncertainties 
this method, a special computation sheet should be

fairly standard method followed, which ^ 
winter estimates on a standard basis so that full re 
be had. The headings on the typical card given 1

occur.
bri»£will

railwill give the backwater conditions for each day. 
ing this curve, account should be taken of the daily precipita
tion and of ice jams or other unusual conditions which may

some
fig- 3

suggested for such a form.
In connection with this study, I wish to 

following tentative conclusions, based upon 
conditions in Minnesota since the fall of I9li:

tieareintroduce backwater effect.
The circles plotted with the backwater curve (Fig. 2) 

show the backwater as determined from the discharge mea
surements on various days during the period in question. If 
these and the temperature records had been the only data 
available, a backwater curve could have been drawn which 
would have approximated the true backwater curve which 

obtained from the daily records of flow over the dam. 
Of course care must be taken to study all the possible 
ditions which may affect the estimates.

observa

U<e‘the Sa1. Ice conditions usually cause backwater at
2. Backwater increases rapidly at the beginning 

cold Period, partly dropping off later.
of backwater w ill tend to vary

acfofe

wi» tbc 

a cold

was
con- 3. The amount 

temperature.
suddenly, following4. Stream flow! will drop off 

period and will be partly regained later. ftures
wi*

3 decrease when tempera5. Stream flow tends to ^
below 32 degrees, but the flow tends to increase 
rise in temperature, especially when the minimum 
ture goes above 32 degrees Fahrenheit. ed V*0 increas6. A snow cover on the ice may cause

du6i;-» 

5 0

water. heigb1'
Flow may increase without a rise in gauge 

to the wearing away of the ice.
7-

l20
E^40
(S

STATiS1

, M w»11" rved W pay5
I SOME CANADIAN WATERWORKStft 1
li, tef

On the average each person in Canada se 
works uses 113 Imperial gallons of water a 
$4.12 a year for it. ^r\oi

New Brunswick has the highest per capita c°^je 
in Canada, viz., 161 gallons per head per day, * per bei 
toba and Saskatchewan have the lowest—46 ga 0 we5*6
per day. The more general use of meters m co  ̂v
provinces reduces waste and keeps the iper cap ^ -n c0^ 
tion down to about the same amount as in Eur v crf> 

The people of Manitoba pay the highes ^ ^
for their water—$6.27 per year, while t ° ye£if

capita cost P

I aday

1,
-5
So 10 ZO 30 40 ZO 30 9 19 Z9 6 18 Ï8 a » » d

kNbvember--*—December*-January—*-February—*— March *-Apr.
1911 ....... .........*------- ----- -----1912

pig_ 2._Various Observations at Rainy River Gauging
Station, International Falls, Minn., November 1, 1911 

to April 8, 1912.
(The observed gauge heights have been corrected on the

The mean temperature was
tries.
ratebasis of the backwater curve, 

averaged in 5-day periods. The backwater observations were 
The full circles on and near the back- 

indicate dates of current meter measurements).

Brunswick come next with a Per 
$4.82. y

taken at the gauge, 
water curve

The following table shows the estimated 
gallons, the estimated cost per capita, 
sumption per capita :—

and the

Aside from giving more accurate results, this method 
other method that has been de- Estimated

cost
per capita 
per year 
(dollars)

3-76
2.87
4.82
3.92
4.21
3.46
3.86
6.27
3-44

Dai’Vc°nsU*V
Per C A

has an advantage over any 
vised, in that it gives a complete record of all the steps 
taken, so that the estimates may readily be reviewed or 
checked by a second person and show at once exactly how

Estimated 
cost per 

. 1,000 gal.
(cents)Province.

Nova Scotia .................
Prince Edward Island
New Brunswick ..........
Quebec .........................
Ontario ............ *..........
Manitoba ....................
Saskatchewan ............
Alberta ............................
British Columbia

they were prepared.
The data necessary for use with this method are :

Daily gauge heights observed to the water surface 
through a hole made in the ice if the section is frozen over.

2. Records of daily temperature at the gauging station.
3. Record of mean precipitation over the drainage area 

above the gauging station.
4. Measurements 

period when frozen conditions existed.

7
16.4
8.2
9-5

469.6
20.6 46

23.of discharge* at intervals during the
13-
8.2

♦See "Engineering News,” Sept. 12, 1912. for methods 
of making.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF FORT WILLIAM AND 
PORT ARTHUR.

In connection with an article in this issue on Dock 
Construction in Fort William and Port Arthur few people 
realize that these twin cities, located 1,700 miles from 
the Atlantic and 1,900 miles from the Pacific, and 
tically midway between our Atlantic and Pacific 
have, nevertheless, eighty per cent, of the total land 
of the Dominion lying westward of them. The wealth 
of natural resources and the gigantic coming develop
ment of the great western portion of the Dominion 
too well known to need comment here. The last harbor 
in Canadian territory westward of our Great Lake sys
tems, it was the Canadian Pacific Railway, with its 
creation of the twin cities as a transfer point between 
rail and water traffic, that gave them their first hopeful 
outlook as an important locality. Previous to that the 
route to the west was by water past Fort William’ and 
Port Arthur to Pigeon River, thence by Rainy River and 
Rainy Lake to Kenora. Of late years the making of 
Fort William into a first-class harbor and the tying up 
with it of the Grand Trunk Pacific and Canadian Northern 
Railway systems seems to assure its future in no un
certain terms.

It is doubtful whether the Hudson Bay route for the 
transports of the products of the West to Great Britain 
will ever prove as practical and feasible as some of our 
governments and optimistic citizens seem to think. More
over, notwithstanding the construction of the Panama 
Canal and any subsequent diversion of Western traffic 
by that route, there must always be a tremendous traffic 
by rail and water between the east and west that will 
tax the capacity of the railways to the utmost and build 
up any cities which are located at the point of transfer 
into places of great activity. There have been signs, 
however, that Fort William and Port Arthur will not 
have to depend for their progress and importance solely 
on their location as the junction point of great rail and 
water transportation systems. It is true the transportation 
business at the head of the lakes requires the energy of 
5,500 men, whose pay-roll amounts to over three million 
dollars to handle same, but important manufactures 
also there. In 1912, the Canadian Car and Foundry 
Company started to erect a plant which guarantees to 
give employment to one thousand men fo" the first five 
years. Numerous other manufacturers, including the 
Atikokan Iron Company with a blast furnace of 200 tons 
per day capacity are there located. In great measure 
the citizens have to be grateful for the presence close 
to their doors of three great water falls capable of de
veloping about 145,000 horse-power and of supplying 
energy to consumers at a cost ranging from fifteen to 
twenty-five dollars per horse-power per annum. At the 
Kakabeka Falls, close to Port Arthur, 45,000 horse
power has already been developed, and more energy, as 
we stated, is within easy reach.

The twin cities of Fort William and Port Arthur and 
their citizens are bound to witness paralleling their own 
expansion more of the material signs of the growth of 
Western Canada than probably any other city in On
tario. The northern shores of Lake Superior, with the 
exception of possibilities from the opening and establish
ment of extensive and great mining camps, does not, 
as far as nature is concerned, hold out much hope for 
the growth and support of a busy and modern city of 
large population. The development of Port Arthur and 
Fort William into such is a welcome sight, and is another 
striking illustration of the attending constructive results

prac- 
coasts, 
- area

are

are
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EDITORIAL COMMENT.
nlishe^

An instance of the beneficial work being ayS
by the International Joint Commission on c0rne
between the United States and Canada has lately ;fl 
to hand in a decision handed out by the Comm 
regard to the proposed dam to be built in the; sbip
River at the head of the Livingstone Channel, i ic3n 
channel is partly in Canadian and partly m a ;t was 
waters. Deepening the upper part of the channel, ^ 
thought, would have the effect of lowering ^ to 
extent the depth of water in the river above, d;an 
correct this a dam to Blois Blanc Island on e berst' 
side was to be built. The Canadian town of A fro0t, 
burg complained that it would injure their wate&& 
and the question was referred to the Joint In r eSstil 
Commission. The American interests urged the a„d 
of the dam to safeguard the enormous traffic ^ be 
down the Detroit River, and in this regard it m& ^ 
mentioned that the tonnage on the Detroit Riv toflS, 
reached the amazing total of ninety-five m thr0u^ 
or over four times the amount of tonnage passing ted 
the Suez Canal. The val e of these shipments agg 0„t
80 million dollars. Th decision recently ha 0*n
by the Commission in regard to the dyke whiclt;tute * 
of Amherstburg objected to, proposes to su tbe
dyke on the west side, which will have pra 0vef

effect in safeguarding navigation while n 
the objections of the town of Amherstbu g ^ 

The Commission has been busy all spnnff q0 th 
internation questions, and is to be congratu a 
splendid work it is doing.

same
come

railR°aP'
ELECTRIFICATION OF PANAMA

Now that the relocation and reconstruction of th tr^' 
Railroad is completed surveys are being made tor 
mission of power for the operation of the line Dy strüct' 
The Gatum hydro-electric plant which is under 
will supply the energy required under n<?rmal { s,e3 _ 
but there will also be a connection with the P volta"{ 
driven electric plant at Miraflores. The 'transmis® dotvi> 
will be 44,00, and this potential will be stepPf \\gWf 
various distribution centres for running the train > ^
the canal, and supplying the power required appliaD<L 
■the various machine shops, the gates, and ot e type 
at the dams and locks. Bridges of the customary 
carrying the cables, etc., will span the tracks, 
between them varying from 200 ft to 300 ft., a 
the local curvature conditions of the railroad.

À

roadbed, one fails to see why it would not be adv ^ 
tageous that the roads should be constructed soie 7 & 
the right or left portion of the “right-of-way. hicbt 
course would leave a strip forty-four feet wld<\ kabie, 
with a single fence, might well be rentable or 
and so reduce the cost of road maintenance itseii. ^

It would certainly seem advisable, for the sake ^ 
providing for possible future increase in tral ic, _ fUU 
highway appropriations should continue to e . way 
sixty-six feet of width. The need, however, of 
associations seriously solving the problem o ^
their spare road area productive is one . that wi un-
with age, and there appears in it a considérai) e rQad
appreciated opening to save some of the cost 01 
maintenance to the interested tax-payer.

of modern transport and railway systems in giving im
petus and opportunity for the settlement and develop
ment of civilization in localities where otherwise nature 
is so inhospitable as to have delayed for many long years 
any extensive inroad of civilized population.

THE UTILIZATION OF WASTE ROAD SPACE.

It has been very truthfully said that this is an age 
distinguished for its utilization of waste products. Won
derful advances have been made m this direction, and 

being made every day. The utilization applies,. how
ever, more to the cities and their manufacturing indus
tries than it does to the country’s natural resources. In 
the partly settled regions of the country especially, one 
finds waste so enormous as to far offset bénéficia g 
in other ways.

Travelling through
stance, even where fire has not wrought havoc, 
not help being impressed by the waste of M en 
rotting trees around, whose wood as fuel, if obtainable 
to the inhabitants of the slums of nearby cities, wou 
be a blessing and benefit. Our highway system might 
also be classed as a waste of considerable magnitude.

are

Canadian forests, for in- 
one can-

our

or five and one-third acres per mile, 
In fact, in as far as 

of weeds, whose

to, say,
“right-of-way,”
unutilized in any beneficial way.
3 TW:™ ££&- ^neighboring farms, 

they might be said to be an active agent for harm to 
the community.

In Europe, the better roads are laid out with grass 
each side and in many places fruit trees, whose 

products, handled by the Government, goes a long way 
towards paying for the up-keep of the roads. Very few 
people would consider it possible in America to ever 
grow fruit trees by the roadside and expect to harvest 
any products from same. Sad to relate, it would pro
bably be looked upon by the travelling public of this 
continent as some philanthropic scheme for the easing 
and benefit of their gastronomic proclivities. It would 
still leave the problem of utilizing waste road sides in 
this country in some economically beneficial way unsolved. 
Unless, however, one can devise such means, the return
ing or renting (fencing off, if necessary), of unused por
tions of our country roads to those who will cultivate and 
put them to beneficial use, their ownership becomes a seri
ous responsibility. Consider an ordinary township divided 
into thirty-six sections, with a sixty-six foot road allow- 

between each, the road acreage amounts to 572.4 
acres. If one allows twenty-two feet for actual width 
of ditches, etc., then there is left two-thirds of the acre- 
a^e or ^82 acres, of land wasted per township. Figure 
out’ it would probably be within facts to state that ten 
or twenty millions of acres will be lost as productive land 
to the communities of Canada and the United States 
the side widths of road allowances be not utilized.

this continent originally needed

sown on

ance

Country roads on . , ,
a highway allowance of sixty-six feet, mainly because, 
being in a forested country, it was necessary to protect 
travel and the roadway from falling trees, forest fires, 
etc. A width of sixty-six feet, with the road m the 
centre, under those circumstances, was very advisable. 
As land becomes cleared, outside the benefits of a former
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the cause and detection of water

WASTE.

The meter rate, $1 per thousand cubic feet, averages 
much higher than the frontage rate, but despite this, proper 
supervision will make the water bill of the average metered 
property lower than that of the overage front-foot premises. 
The average consumption of water in a metered apartment 
house containing one or two water closets and bath, is 1,500 
cubic feet per month per family. This does not include, of 
course, water used by the house plant for boiler, steam or 
refrigerating purposes. In a metered tenement house where 
there are no baths and water is used principally for domestic 
purposes and toilets the consumption will average 500 cubic 
feet per month.

In premises used for mercantile purposes the average 
consumption is difficult to determine, varying with the in
dustry pursued. The same condition obtains in, hotels and 
office buildings by reason of the fact that the occupancy of 
the rooms and the number of people in them are constantly 
changing.

In unmetered apartment houses there is a waste, on the 
average, of fifty per cent, of the supply sent through the 
pipes. This is due to negligence in. caring for plumbing 
fixtures and delay in repairing leaks. The waste caused by 
leaks in water closets in unmetered apartment houses aver
ages from 14,000 to 20,000 cubic feet a month, or a monetary 
loss, on a meter basis, of from $14 to $20. Underground 
leaks, overflowing roof tanks and the carelessness of tenants 
who leave taps running are additional contributors to the 
volume of waste. Some property owners assert that it is 
cheaper to let the water waste than it is to pay the plumber's 
bill. Although they may not realize it, these property owners 
are paying for the waste in their tax bills, but is it just to 
those who are paying the higher meter rate that they should 
also be compelled to pay for the waste caused by the owner 
who, in his ignorance and greed, says, “Oh, let it run, it 
doesn’t cost me anything ?”

Unless there is a marked increase from month to month 
in his bill the average owner of metered property is content 
to pay and take no steps to ascertain if he is getting what 
he is paying for. Or, perhaps, there is a small increase in 
his bill for a certain month. He pays no attention to it. The 
next month there is a still larger increase and he calls a 
plumber to investigate. The plumber finds a leak. But the 
owner must pay for the water he has not used. If this 
had in his employ an expert supervisor who knew what 
amount of water should be used, who could read the meter 
registerings intelligently and detect leaks before they be
came a charge on the property, the value of his services 
would soon become apparent in the decreased cost of main
tenance.

The property, owner pays for water waste in two ways.
watersheds,He Pays in the form of a higher tax rate, for 

eservoirs, tunnels and pumping plants which are necessary 
tOeet the demands caused by waste, and he pays for the 

Was‘e in hi

new

s water bill.
People think the water supply as plentiful as the air 

PPly. They give no more thought of water dripping from 
aucet not in Use than they do to the breath they exhale, 

don’t know that a drip 1/32 of an inch in diameter, esti- 
ln*t< d °n tbe meter value of water, represents in a year t e 

S of $11.68. They let their faucets drip, let their pipes 
and give no heed. There is plenty of water.

Crea^°WeVer, as population increases, water 
ases and water supply decreases, and 

monies

leak

consumption in- 
and more it 

of supply, to build 
Then

more
necessary to seek new sources 

reservoirs. Water famine rears its ugly head.
Wh^ rec°gnize that water should not be wasted an a 
tio Fe Was*e continues there must be compulsory conserva 
in authorities force property owners to put mete
ine- ,llr buildings with a view to decreasing waste by Peaa 1 
the f 6 °Wner f°r allowing waste. He pays the pena y 

°rm °f an increase in his water bill.

lew

diffJake New York -City, for example. Thanks to its pro-
5?*7

Ujjk tbe reservoirs and the constantly mounting co 
bUtineP 0f the system. When the time comes for t e 
street °f tbe new supply, new pipes must be lai in 
. ?ee\f°r the old pipes will be unable to withstand the Pre - 
And tb ik6Wise- new must be laid in the buddings.
fiect e taxpayer will see the cost of the new city 
for d m his tax bill and will give the plumber more 

utting new pipes in his building.
storao. ^ew York’s water supply had been 
000-® reservoirs, built at a cost of $50,000,000 
tty0 v ’ Would have furnished a sufficient supply.

years

the 1 CVen with the precautions
taXpav»te *S Sti11 g°ing on, and it is to the hijijon a 
few y rs* tmless they wish to give up another see
that h rS hence> to make it their individual busin b

there is no waste of water in the premises which they

properly conserved, 
or $60,- 
thougheven

Passed without a rainfall.
which have been taken, 

interest of all owner

°*Uor
0CCUpy _

IhetereH“c “ is beld that all property using water sh ^ 
Stop u and that the criminal or neglectful waste ^ 
subject Ï this is d°ne, it is not the purpose t0 d . dividual 
6r°bertv Cre" is intended to bring home to t e
<tya°;Der 01 lessee the fact that he can reduce Ms ex 

tetlti0n nd inversely increase his dividends y .q (he 
»ocketibook Water waste. A leak in a pipe 15 a

While
An instance is known of a bill for $900 for water used in 

seven months in a seven-story metered apartment house, 
sheltering twenty-one families and including a store. Inves
tigation revealed a leak due to a defective valve in an under
ground pipe on the house side of the meter. After the valve 
had been replaced by a new one the water bill for six months' 
consumption was $320. Since that time the total yearly bill 
has been $740.

In a factory building where the consumption was nearly 
33,000 cubic feet per month the owner erected a roof tank to 
give a better supply to the upper floors. The consumption 
at once jumped to 110,000 cubic feet a month. The plumber 
neglected to put a ball float in the tank and the result was 
that the extra pressure at night, due to the fact that the 
supply was not being used, caused the tank to overflow. 
When the overflow and the cause were revealed the proper 
steps were taken to remedy them, and in the next three 
months the consumption dropped to 33,000 cubic feet per

husin<Lthe Present time in New York all buüdmgs
Purposes are metered, as are buddm^r property

tbat ÎS’ the Caa„rd thl

used for 
a cer

tain
baVs f0’ght Used for dwelling places. 
baSpd 0 Us water on a frontage basis,
^bern> number of front
Way in .Water Closets, bathtubs, etc., served.
>irtbh the dty can detect the waste of water^
Wbo Pa hlch are rated on a front-foot basis. be.
®aUse 0n a meter basis pays for the front- o 
> (t !» hW,, Where
“"«feet, ,,S 1, an inch or more to *“““

re supposed to be metered.

feet in the ^ ^

k



CROSSING-STEEL FOUNDED RAILWAY

traCk
ball»5'

In most cases ît is difficult to maintain a 
at grade crossings owing to the tendency of the 
shift the crossings out of position and to crush the ^

that supports it. An interesting development m 1 carl? 
nection is the use of steel longitudinal members ^ u 
the rails at the crossing, connected so as to f°r® g-tiol>- 
structure and to maintain the rails in the proper ^ 
This system has been applied to a grade crossing at clX)sS®s 
Ind., where a singe track electric interurban railway^ ^fti- 

parallel main tracks of the Cleveland, Cincinn^ radiU' 
, and St. Louis Railway on a curve aving 

of 17-07 ft. The daily traffic averages 64 ectnc ^anfle'5 
18 steam trains. Each rail is carried on two 6-m. ^a„ge5 
spaced t6 in. apart, and laid longitudinally with t str»P5 
outward, connected at the bottom by 4 in. by 5'1 1 1 ^ate '° 

1 ft. apart, and at the top by a continuous 5-16 in‘

nit

ci®.

two
cago,

in. wide.
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waste the bulk of it was due to the forming of vegetation on
an outside condenser used for refrigeration. The eï
prevented the water from exercising its normal cooling P° ^
on the apparatus, so that more water had to be Ub®
achieve the result that had formerly been brought abou

The recommendations of the e>T
abou1a smaller quantity.

carried out and the consumption reduced towere
cubic feet per month.

The examples herewith cited, all of w-hich are ta^enffner 
actual records, amply show that the average property 0 
or lessee is making a good investment in engaging a 
petent individual or firm to inspect his water supply V^ 
throughout, the year; to take full charge of water bi ^ 
make repairs to fixtures or pipes whenever they e ,gC 
necessary. The owner or lessee seldom has the know ^ 
and experience necessary to enable him to ascertain t e ^ 
or more causes which produce water waste, even if he 
spare the time demanded for a thorough investigation. ^ 
owner, as a rule, must rely on his agent to detect an ^ 
rect conditions which cause waste. The agent, for t e 
part, depends on the superintendent, the engineer ^ 
janitor of the premises, and no one of these three is u^QUt 
sufficiently versed in the knowledge and experience, wi 
which he will seek in vain for an explanation of why 

is called upon to pay for more water than he is

200,000

the

usiD£'
locateowner

A most striking example of how difficult it is to ^ 
some leaks, and how thoroughly all means of deternain 
must be employed to get at the truth, is shown by the

tion

ing instance fr0lJt
In a manufacturing plant situated beside the water tfce 

a certain meter began to register a large increase 
amount of water used. The owner told the expert t a ^ ^ 
had been no actual increase in his consumption. A 
the meter, which was one of several, some of them ^er 
connected, showed that it was registering properly. " QUgb 
words, the amount of water it registered was passing 1 ut

tested- *
the pipes. All the other meters and pipes were ^
the instruments failed to record a leak. Yet the expcr to

He .told the own*.

m ? tbe 
flow a1

there must be one somewhere.sure
shut off all the water. This was done, but the meter 
tion continued in operation, still registering a ^
rate of 31,000 cubic feet a month. All w-ater had bee 
off, but here was water running There was only oD° etet- 
to do—lay bare every bit of pipe connected to that 
When the diggers had completed their work, a leak was ^ 
on the under side of the pipe. The water was spurtm 
the river without giving any sign of a leak.

sh»1

.
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TheThe services of the expert cost $20 or $30. 
saved $77 and guaranteed himself against continuing 

for water which he did not use.
In a certain hotel the water was used for refrigeration in 

twelve ice boxes. The consumption was between 150,000 and 
190,000 cubic feet per month. The owner called an expert 
who told him something was wrong somewhere and that a 
thorough investigation should be made. The owner took no 

did and the water bills continued to
The expert

month, 
owner 
to pay

action, but the meter
grow. Finally he ordered the investigation, 
found that water in a 2-inch overflow was running directly 

It couldn’t do anything else by reason of the 
A new machine put the

into a sewer
construction of the ice machine.
consumption where it should be. How did the expert know 
something was wrong? Because he knew that in the adjoin
ing building, also used as a hotel, a larger building contain- 

and occupants, and therefore using nght- 
than its neighbor, the consumption was 

month in the coldest weather, and

ing more rooms
fully more water 
only 150,000 cubic feet a 
in the summer as low as 115.000 cubic feet.

In a certain downtown office building, having an engine 
room equipment of the highest efficiency, water bills were 
found to be increasing regularly for the supply used on the 
upper stories. At the beginning of the expert’s investiga
tion the consumption was 15,600 cubic feet a day. He found 

number of toilets on these floors were leaking steadily 
His recommendations for the repairing of 

carried out and the consumption dropped to be- 

and 9,000 cubic feet a day.

that a 
day after day.
fixtures were
tween 7,000

Note that in the instances cited the owner is paying $1 
for every thousand cubic feet of water wasted; also saving 

thousand cubic feet not wasted.$1 on every
In another large office building there is

The lessee put in an ice machine which
called in to

a restaurant on

the ground floor.
consuming apparently, when the expert was

large, 395,ooo cubic feet
was
explain why the water bill was so

The expert found that the ice machine from 7 
p.m. to 6 a.m. was throwing water into a tank which over
flowed. The" expert showed a method by which this water 
could be utilized for other purposes than refrigeration and 
the waste stopped, and at the end of thirty days the con
sumption had been reduced to 135,000 gallons, the lessee was 

service from less water and had reduced his

per month.

getting greater 
bills by $260 a month.

of a tenement house having outside waterThe owner
closets found his water bills increasing steadily. He called 
in the expert, who found that defective hoppers, anti-freezing 
toilets and fixtures in a bad state of repair and general 
neglect were causing a large waste. In one closet showing 
a defective hopper the water was running into the ground 
through a hole in a sewer pipe. The meter was registering

After the proper repairs had 
from 1,500 to 2,0001 cubic

cubic feet Per month.35,ooo
been made the registration was
feet per month.

metered business building experience has 
an average from

In the average
shown that water closets will w-aste, on

to 19,000 cubic feet per month. In a prominent res- 
consumption had been between 9,000 and 

A leak in a toilet jumped this 
cubic feet in a month. When it was

14,000
taurant the water

cubic feet per month.10,000
consumption to 39,000 
repaired the consumption returned to the first figure.

The causes of waste are many, and only an expert who 
meeting with their variations can determine 

In a large bread manufacturing plant 
the consumption, without apparent cause, leaped from 285,000 
cubic feet a month to 587,000 cubic feet. The expert called 
to investigate found that while there were several points of

is constantly 
their exact nature.
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Northern Atlantic shipping

J* D. Hazen, (minister of marine and fisheries), re- 
g to a question in the house of commons, remarked that 

re mperial Board of Trade, had concluded arrangements for 
r °rt*ng the location and the movements of ice along the 

°f trans-Atlantic steamships during the spring months, 
shiS .announcement is one of very great importance to 
thePPmg interests- The Titanic disaster of last spring and 

ubsequent inquiry respecting it made the desirability of 
desnStep abundantly clear. For this purpose the Scotia was 
6qo tcbed on the 8th instant to latitude 44° north, longitude 
and ■ j651’ instructions to report on the way any ice met 
d0n d 50 to endeavor to note its southern limit. After having 

So; the Scotia will proceed to St. John, Newfoundland, 
reporting ice conditions met with. While at St. 

t e Scotia will get into communication with all wireless 
and °nS °n the Newfoundland, Labrador and Canadian coasts 
the d S aCCUrate,y as Possible ascertain existing conditions an 
St. r 1fection in which the ice has commenced to move. From 
ern ]• n’ tbe Patrol boat will proceed to and report the sout 
Southlmit of ‘he drifting ice. Having located and reported the 
berp-„ern *™it> the patrol will be northward to report ice 
as u °r ®e^d ice along the coast of Newfoundland, and as ar

Tami,ton inlet.
Serv 6 Patro' is specially charged to be vigilant in the 0,3 
°hjert C6r ’ce nearing the steamship routes. Ihe c ie 
lines nf° t*le exPedition is to give warning to the steams ip 
of (c the probable quantity of ice that will be in the, vicinity 
them .track’ and to give them any information that will assist 
in,tr„ °rm a judgment as to the advisability of giving any 
the Sr 10nS bor t^e greater safety of their vessels. On oar 
hire™ tu a there are three scientists, the senior of whom wi 
tions Jhe movements of the vessel. They will take observa- 
Wit}, th t^6 c*’recti°ns, velocity and depth of currents, tog't mi 
ttteten 6, temPerature and salinitv of the water. In adc itio 
vesti„ °.°gical observations of the upper air, including the m- 
Carefi,n10n the currents and temperature, will a so 
trade rV. tahen. Acting in conjunction with the oar 
from ave concluded an arrangement whereby all messag 
QuebJr Patro1 boat will be forwarded to the signal office at 
Partie from there promptly furnished to all interes e
Lawr . In this way the shipping interests at all the nJeI_ " 
vailin ?e ar*d Atlantic ports will be kept informed of the P

Plyin 
the I

Thi

this

Potin»
John
statio

and

g ice conditions. ,
direct;- SUpplement the work done by the Scotia under te 

rebv the hoard of trade, I have made an"ang( ,. 
ate[y ", 1 e Marine and Fisheries Department wi > im 
hawren er the opening of navigation on the lve^ 
strait 6,1despatch the C.G.S. Montcalm to patrol
s°Utb’ CQ the entrance to the gulf, from Sydney harbor

Tj, ^St °b Newfoundland. . . w:ii
be tepor °Cati0n and movements of e ice in this region w. 
^ore frrted and full information w be furnished, daily, 

Panies 'tuently if found necessary, to the steamsof 
^cGili ri haVe also arranged that Professor H. T. a , 
c°ndUc ^niversity, who has, during the past severa " s’ 
shy, ed experiments on one of the departmental steam , 
S6rvi be °n b°ard the Montcalm while performing tfos patro

C»bot strait. By means of his invention, the miem 
b,,ity o/1®1"’ Professor Barnes has demonstrated t e 
dipped etermining the approach to ice by any 
^4 lWUh his apparatus. Eager to avail myetf * £ 

1V®r St t* prom*ses to further safeguard navig- arnes,
Lawrence. I have directed that ^

%onstJ of assistants, shall join the ship m or 
eneral ad the Uti,ity of the 'nvention’ and W,th

°Ption by shipping interests.

Mie

com-

THE USEFULNESS OF COUNTY ENGINEERS.

The economic need of highways has been recognized on 
every hand, but the provision of a workable method for 
building them is not so easy to pass judgment upon, 
the March issue of The Iowa Engineer Mr. F. R. White and 
Mr. J. H. Ames, assistant engineers of the Iowa Highway 
Commission, discuss under a heading “Is a County Engineer 
Necessary?” the need and advantages of county work which 
has an engineer at the head of it. • A portion of this paper 
is abstracted and published below.

As a basis of comparison, let us consider the mileage of 
some of our largest railway systems to the mileage of our 
state public highways. The (Chicago & Northwestern Rail
way has 9,700 miles of track, and the Chicago, Milwaukee 
& St. Paul Railway has 8,900 miles of track, or either of 
these great systems has les"s than one-tenth of the mileage 
that Iowa has in her public highways. Going a little farther, 
we find that the ten largest railway systems in the United 
States have a combined mileage of 103,000 or an amount ap
proximately equal to the miles of public roads of this state.

In

.

j\j
V-jff. V"
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Fig. 1.—This 40-ft. Steel Span on 20-ft. Abutments has a 
Drainage Area of Only 69 Acres. Cost $5,187.

Of highways, perhaps not more than fifteen per cent, 
are what might be called “main travelled” roads. In im
proving our highways these main travelled roads will neces
sarily be the first to be given consideration. When we con
sider the amount of money to be spent upon this primary 
system of highways in order to properly provide for the pre
sent and anticipated future traffic, we are astounded at the 
enormity of the undertaking. In the average county in the 
state the cost of grading, draining, and gravelling the roads 
will amount to about $2,500 per mile. The cost of improv
ing the 15,300 miles of such roads will -be about $38,250,000 
or an average of $386,500 per county. This includes only 
the “main travelled” roads, and does not take account of the 
amounts which the townships will spend on the township 
road systems.

No accurate statistics are available regarding the num
ber of the bridges in Iowa. Adair county in the southwest 
part of the state has 4,200 bridges, of which over 2,000 are 
twenty-foot span or above. The majority of these 4,200 
bridges are of more or less temporary nature and will re
quire attention soon. Polk county has 930 bridges with an 
average span of 34 feet, 
bridges are at the present time either wood or steel, and are 
in very bad condition. This county has spent over $300,000 
in the construction of 265 concrete structures which have an 
average span of 10.5 feet.

From the statistics available it appears that the average 
county has approximately 1,600 bridges. The average cost

Seven hundred and fifty of these

If

k
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1 i flicasy;
This bridge after being repaired was yet an oi » . c6d

steel bridge with wooden floor, and will have to be re 
in a few years. Under the same contract the county i
have built a new 6o-foot riveted steel bridge with co 
floor for $3,830.00 or an amount of $52.00 less than t 
paid, and this price ($3.830.00) could have been 
several hundred dollars if a competent engineer a ^0 
employed by the county, before letting the contract, 
and superintend the work.

These specific examples are only a few 
which occur each year under the present system, 
direct result of the hit and miss methods of road con^nnUa 
that are costing the counties thousands of dollars <
We are trying to build roads with only a part of an

ei

.of

iiy-
o'-

An example of absolute waste of money came to our^ ^ 
tention recently. The board of supervisors, together *1 a 
number of interested taxpayers, attempted to constru^ 
gravel road approximately nine miles in length. T xs \ 

was located on low land with little surface drainage, 
was hauled upon this road and dumped so as to give a 
of ten inches. No provision was made for either sub's^fore 
or surface drainage. The road was not even crowne ^ 
the gravel was placed. Such violation of engineering V 
ciples are costly experiments to the taxpayers, and 
gross neglect or incompetence on the part of the supervi 
official.

deP*

The loss of money has not been confined to roads ^ 
investigations show that a very great loss has occurre ^ 
the bridge fund. Much of this loss is directly due ^ 
yearly contract system which has been in vogue in^ ma 
the counties of the state. Under this system bridge 
tracts are let in blanket form. They call for no specific ^ 
ber of bridges and no specific location for any bridges n 0f 
upon, and as a result, the general design and the 
the structure in the field is left to the supervisor and t> ^ 
company’s foreman. When such a contract is let, it 
possible to have detailed plans for the various rl 
Where any plans at all are submitted with the blds’ nS 
plans are incomplete, and will not fit the varying con 1 
of the different locations. Consequently when any bn S ^ 

built, there is item after item of extra charge for wor 
called for in the contract. Such charges, for work not °° 
ed by the contract, often run the price of the complete q(

the work is worth,
total PrlC6

coil'

up to a figure far in excess of what 
what it might appear from the contract that the
would be.

As an example of this, the following bill renders a 
bridge company for repairing an old 60 feet steel span 
good illustration.

and eh'To building 2 concrete abutments 12; feet deep 
casing old piers :

(10-ft. 6-in.) wing, one 11-ft. 6-in., oneBuilding
25-ft. g-inch, and one 11-ft. 6-in. wing..............

Driving 11 steel piles at $7.00 each.............................
Lowering old bridge 4 feet and cutting off old

$2,935-°”
77-°°

6o°°
cylinders ......................................................................

Filling north and south sides, including removal of
old approaches ..............................................................

Laying floor and hauling lumber and freight on
same to Follett’s ........................................................

Steel joists for 60-ft. span at $5-50 per ft..................
Lattice railing on span .............................................
Angle to reinforce floor beams for holding joists 

and drilling floor beams

84'°°

36.0°
.00330

96.0°

74.°°
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of replacing these structures with permanent work as shown 
above will be about $1,000 per bridge, or the total cost for 
building all the bridges of permanent construction will 
amount to $1,600,000 per county, or for the ninety-nine coun
ties in the state the cost of permanent bridges will be about 
$ 158,400,000.

The state has expended in the past year, approximately 
roads and bridges ; an average of $76,000 for$7,500,000 on , , ,

each county. The proportionate expenditure for roads or tor 
bridges cannot be accurately determined, but the bridge fund 
for the majority of the counties is close to $30,000 per year. 
In addition to that, the townships spend a large amount of 
their road fund on culvert work so that the funds as now 

about equally divided between roads and bridges.spent are
Any railway operating on sound business principles 

would have an efficient organization to superintend the ex
penditure of any considerable amount of money. They 
would demand complete plans and specifications and records 
which would show itemized statements concerning every 

No money would be paid out of the treasurydollar spent.
until it could be shown to the board of directors that it was 

To secure these results they woulda legitimate expense, 
employ an efficient engineering organization to make the sur
veys, establish the grades, write specifications, draw the 
plans, superintend construction and keep the construction 
records clear and straight.

r™|C3£nOOi

I
ipy -'p-viditivHi 4 «g 
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Fig. 2.—A Good Example of Improper Location and 
Excessive Length of Wing Wall.

Let us compare such an organization with the one in 
vogue in many of the counties of the state. It is a fact that 
the majority of the money spent on road work last year was 
expended without a plan or profile on file to show where or 
how the money was to be used.

Last season, one county confined the attention of their 
elevating grader crew to a short strip of road, possibly three 

This work was in a hilly country wheremiles in length, 
much cutting and filling was necessary, yet no survey was 

made of the road. When the work was completed, the 
superintendent was unable to tell the total yardage of ma
terial moved, or what the cost for moving the material had 
been per cubic yard. Had plans been prepared for this work 
and accurate cost data kept it would have been particularly 
valuable to the county in estimating future work under 
similar conditions. Most of the grading work has been done 
in such a manner as to provide insufficient surface drainage. 
Roads are graded and well crowned, yet the side ditch drain
age has been incomplete. The water is allowed to collect in 
low places in the ditches and stand there until it evaporates 
or soaks into the roadway.

ever
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dation.
a<3equate

We have the “Board of Directors” but have no 
engineering organization.

Wat Br‘dges must not be built too small to provide sufficient 
tha erway for passing the run-off from the watershed above 

and in the interest of economy neither should they be 
made too large.

stn n D- example of the result of providing a waterway too 
built-15 known- The structure was a 50-foot arch bridge 
Î m I9m- The cost to the county was about $3,000.00. 
fresh yearS later> or in !912- the structure collapsed during a 

and alter the water had gone down it was found that 
Urrent had widened the channel by cutting behind the 

USed abutment. As this was a patented type bridge which 
the “e earth Pressure behind the abutments to help support 
■e^a arcb, and which has shallow foundations as one of its 
the acter*stic features, the result of washing out the fill was 

0 apse of the structure.
mandS an example of building bridges too large for the de- 
goori S„0f tbe drainage area, the bridge shown in Fig. 1 is a 
concr 1 lustration. Here a forty-foot riveted steel span 
Was Z6 door and concrete abutments eighteen feet ig 
sixtv^ aCed over a stream having a total drainage area 0 

.the „ 1116 aCres' This bridge cost the county $5,187, when 
4-ft n'°5 from the watershed could have been carried >' a 
Which t- box culvert costing about $500. The county in 
440,0n he bridF is located has an approximate area o 
$32 h- acres, a d at the rate shown above it won cos 
this en,’000 to bridge the entire county. The bridge fun 1 
Would ‘nty *s ab°ut $30,000 per year, or at the above rate 
OQce Qrequire the entire bridge fund for 1,100 years to ge 

y Ver the county with so-called permanent bridges, 
eral d”der the systems usually used in the counties, the gen- 
superv-Slgn and the location of the structures are left to the 
iority *S°rs and to the bridge company’s foreman. The ma 
bride-p supervisors are not trained bridge men, an t 
As a CotnPany’s foreman is not working for the county. 
aUd jp Stdt tbere are many examples of improper location 
the prnSlgns- Bridges are often located several feet a ove 
C°ncrPtPe,r P°sition. In a number of cases we have found 
‘he st 6 bndges located high upon the bank at one side o 
a'hove t-L***’ and with the pavement or floor six or ten 
as to rr ,stream bed. In other cases bridges are so located 
f°rty-fonqtUlre excessive length of wing walls. In one caSC’ , 
'hree SPan steel bridge with concrete abutments and
that th lng Walls cost $2,925. This bridge was so locate 
haid t °ther wing wall was ade 50 feet long, and the price
4S tbe cohlS Wing was $2>20 or an amount near7 a\r\dee 
>n the s °f the remainder of the bridge. Another bndg
fi‘n8r extT1^ C°Unty has one wing wal1 80 fe6t !°m'ud any 
fil, 0r6x ended out into the field, and does not ho d up any
6enditurer^ 3ny other Purpose which would justify the

laVnanmd0st cases, no estimates are prepared ,showin8^ 

Lbd When t7laterial required to build a given piece ° n ed 
by the v the w°rk is completed the bill presented is a no 
the rec0br7d without question. This is well illustrated by 

cover- ln one county where bills amounting to ^
31 one senng a whole year’s work were allowed by the board 
>ntlye!Sl0n which la-ted not more than three hou». Ap 
Ures bni"0116 these bills were checked against the 

One as evidenced by the following 
“Builri;the bllIs contained the item— $737.10.”

, lnvesf- ng concrete abutments and 2 wings, mgnt 
ad been !gation disclosed the fact that only one < ^ds 

A COncreteUl,t’ Md that il contained only 1S-9T c d
>ther I6’ 0r the price paid was $40-33 cubic y

fitted ^ f°r construction on the bridge shown » **■

The item,

the

with

“One-half contract price for building concrete 
bulkheads 16 ft. x 20 ft. long on 48-in. steel 
culvert 36 ft. long ............................................. $390.00”

The bridge is located on the line between two counties and 
hence the bill was presumably approved by two boards of 
supervisors. The bill apparently included only the building 
of the concrete bulkheads.

Investigation showed that the two bulkheads contained 
only 15.45 cubic yards of concrete or the price paid was at 
the rate of $50.48 per cubic yard. According to the engineer 
who made these investigations, a fair cost for the concrete 
in each of these jobs would be $12.50 per cubic yard, 
other example of the loose system under which the bridge 
business is handled in many counties is shown by the follow
ing invoice :
To one 14-ft. span with 12-ft. foundations....
Less acet. abutments 8 ft. deep 8 ft. at $9.00

An-

$ 720.00 
72.00

$ 648.00
Lattice railing .........................................................
One 16-ft. wing, one 10-ft. and two 8-ft. wings

$ 28.00
382.00

$1,058.00

r
i

m

lip1 fcv-
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Fig. 3.—The Concrete in This Culvert Cost $50 per Cu. Yd.

When this bridge was examined it was found that the 
charge of $28 for lattice railing was a double charge, as the 
railing had already been paid for in the charge of $720 for 
the first item.

Quite often bridges are built which provide roadways 
entirely out of proportion to the requirements of present or 
anticipated future traffic. This was well illustrated in one 
county where a bridge was found with a 40-foot roadway. 
The location was such that an addition of filling over the 
culvert at some future date was impractical. The fact that the 
bridge was upon a road seldom frequented made this width of 
roadway very excessive. Not a mile from this bridge, on an 
adjacent road with a great deal more traffic was another 
bridge with an available roadway of less than twelve feet. 
Had a study been made of present and future traffic condi
tions on these structures, they would never have been built 
as we found them.

Frequently it is possible to relocate a road and thus 
avoid building one or more bridges. The following is given 
as a typical example. In one of the counties, a new road 
about three-quarters of a mile long was established in such 
a location that two forty-foot bridges, costing over $2,000 
each, were required, when, by a slight relocation of this 
road, such as any engineer would make, both of these bridges
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YORK’5DISTRIBUTING SYSTEM OF NEW 
WATER SUPPLY.

The waters of the new aqueduct which is being ^ 
structed from the Catskill Mountains to New York, 

into the Hill View Reservoir before their final pilun£e
empty
into the heart of the city.

The problem of admitting so large a flood int0 ^ 
metropolis is no small one, particularly when the ch'e ater 
mand for the water will come from those sections of

For the present at
New, York which lie many miles away, 
least, little if any of the Catskill water will be used i® 
hattan and the Bronx, but most of it will be consum 
the boroughs of Brooklyn, Queens, and Richmond, 
water waste campaign which has been carried on for t e { 
few years has so far reduced the consumption of water ^ 
the Croton system, which can furnish steadily ^^’‘^’pie- 
gallons of water per day, can easily take care of the r 
diate wants of Manhattan and the Bronx as well as tie

to com6- 
incre»56

Man
ed kf

Th®

de

mand from these two boroughs for many years 
is not likely that the population in Manhattan will 
much unless it undergoes a marked vertical growth, 
there are practically no more vacant lots to be built ^ofl
So that in estimating the future demands upon the 
system we must consider chiefly the growth of popu ^ 
in the Bronx. In the other three boroughs of the city, 
ever, there is a present demand for water and the Pr° 
of large increases in population in coming years. ^5r 

To conduct the Catskill water into Brooklyn and Qu 
it was decided to build a trunk line, so far beneath * 
face that there would always be 150 feet of good sob

for a sU

n o'"

for the roof of the tunnel, and provide a course 
ranean river which could be tapped as needed for the 
supply, and which, at the same time, would be so c-
ly buried that it would never menace 
above it. When this tunnel is completed it will u= 
the most durable pieces of work ever constructed y^ ;t; 
for practically nothing but an earthquake can 
and even this possibility is very remote, for the roC' ^ a)l 
lying New York is of very early formation and not ^ tbe 
liable to seismic disturbance. And so the city tun®6^ (he 
Catskill aqueduct is being bored through the rock plaC6* 
average of 200 to 250 feet below the surface except 1 cjll 
where the nature of the rock is of such a character aS
for a much greater depth.

The first dip takes place just above the Harlem^ ^ 
where the tunnel drops down 362 feet below the &r°un^ jjp 
Then it runs practically horizontally until it passes aI,d 
in the rock under 125th Street. Thence it rises a^er tbe 
maintains a practically constant level of 200 feet ur* pjyef- 
city, until it arrives at the ancient bed of the Eas^
A glance at the map of New York city will show 
East River makes a decided turn about the lower 
or “heel” of Manhattan. In pre-glacial times, 1 s 
River had no elbow in its course, but ran directly aC 
heel of Manhattan, and it wore away the rock in lts^ 
considerable depths. However, the large deposits

pivef-
ve1-

th6that
east

side
past

the

e?$

withTo survey the drainage areas and plan the bridges

it is done 

amount

due consideration to the waterway required.
To inspect the work frequently and see that 

according to the plans and specifications.
To keep a complete and accurate record of the 

and locations of the work done. connection with the St»1Such an engineer working in ^
Highway .Commission would complete the organization „

cause of “good road •

and

would render invaluable service to the

could have been avoided at a saving of nearly $4,000 and a 
better road secured.

In some of the counties we have found conditions for 
which the county boards alone are responsible, yet, in the 
majority of cases the state is a partner with the county boards 
in the mismanagement of our highway funds, owing to the 
fact that inadequate laws and an insufficient- organization 
have been provided for handling the work, 
is a business and not a side issue to the management of a 
large farm, or extensive business enterprise, 
fair to a farmer or business man to elect him to the office of 
county supervisor where he has the spending of thousands of 
dollars annually in a kind of work with which he is not fa
miliar, and then not provide him with the assistance of 
trained in that particular line.

Road building

It is hardly

men

Before we can expect to secure the best results from the 
money spent on our public roads, we must provide an ef
ficient engineering organization to work with our board of 

We must give our county supervisors the as-supervisors.
sistance of the technical training and years’ of experience
which go to make a finished road engineer.

Waai*****,
;*•:

• „ m-^***^' ... . jnffgniffirfflP

m

■.

Fig. 4.—Not the Result of a Flood but Lack of Proper 
Pile Driving.

The legislature recognized this fact when, in 1910, it 
passed the bill creating the present State Highway Commis
sion.
however, pitiably small, and although increases in the ap
propriation have been made from time to time, yet the de
mands for assistance from the commission have increased at 
a much faster rate than have the appropriations, and the 
commission is at present unable to carry on the work pro
perly on account of a lack of funds.

One of the most difficult parts of the work of the com
mission has been to get the bridge and road work construct
ed in the field exactly as shown on the plans, 
jority of cases the work has been constructed without any 
adequate inspection or engineering supervision in the field. 
At times, carefully prepared plans have been practically 
ignored, and in one instance a very inferior arch bridge was 
built from carefully prepared plans for a flat-top bridge.

To properly handle the work and prevent such miscar
riage of plans as shown above, each county should employ a 
highway engineer whose duties would be 1—

To survey the roads and prepare profiles and estimates 
giving proper attention to drainage, traffic, surfacing, etc.

To relocate roads so as to avoid expensive bridges and 
excessive cuts and fills.

To prepare detailed plans, specifications and estimates 
for each bridge built.

The appropriation for carrying on the work was,

In the ma-
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»nd r°ck carried by the glaciers caused the river to be push- 
r0 ,ea^twartl out of its normal channel and over the solid 
,h beyond. When borings were made for the aqueduct 
1 °ugh this section of the city, it was found necessary to
of thl 3t a depth of about 75° feet beloW the surface‘ MUch 
the «° fi°C*£ tbrough this section is decayed, and unlit to form 
to la 3 s a high-pressure aqueduct which is being but t 
on t,St for all time. The present channel of. the East River, 
tivei.,U °tber band, passes over
enorlVery shall°w. Seven hundred and fifty feet is an 
Hud °US depth, second only to the great siphon under the 
It River. which is i,ir4 feet below the river surface,
city happe'ns that the deepest shaft ever sunk in New York 

e1uals the height of the tallest building in the world.
two ^ridved in Brooklyn, the aqueduct rises again to within 

r three hundred feet of the surface, and is pushe as 
BiUn;8 11 *s Possible to carry it in solid rock and yet cora 
the jydte Wltb the surface. This limit was found to e 
HeCesstlCtl0n of Flatbush and Third Avenues.
OODun3ry t0 g0 throu8'h 215 feet of overlying 
lo an f !° the r<,ck- The caisson method had to 
line , tle caisson was sunk over ioo feet below t e w 
here f°re rock was reached. Considerable difficulty 
it Caii Xperienced in sinking the shaft to the rock, ®Ca 
dura 6 for the use of pneumatic pressure that taxe e 
WaterCStbe workmen to the limit. From here on 

'^11 be conducted through pipes laid in a trenci 
below the surface. From the foot 0 
iy Ridge, the conduit will be run across ^ 
en Island, through a pipe 3b me ies^^ 
ed with flexible joints, and laid m a

Vet rnCh' The details of this secti0m °f lhe W0:kJ to discoy! been S^ven out. However, tests have been
be burip/1 What dePth the pipe line under the waterbe)ow 
8roUn , • It is evident that it must lie far enoug
i®rge 0 Pavent its being entangled with anc 101 
Matter ,SSels that may have to anchor in the Narrows The 

baye i las been thoroughly investigated, and Prac 1 ,
tb® botLen made by dragging anchors of largf b,ze 
burie;tt0to. It has been determined that if the pipe bae * 
Vat lea=t eight feet under the bed, it will be entirely

lbe Wate" the Staten Island side a 4S-mch PjPeint0 Silver
ake Ieservo‘UP the hm 881(1 thr°Ugh a "Tn the Catskills. 

0lr> 120 miles from the source m

solid rock, and is compara-

far

Here it was 
earth before 
be resorted

Died,
ninth s;ueiM 1 Street,
, arrdWS tr,
>eter, pr 
Marine ♦ Pr

tbe

Hot

attaches greatest interest in this city section o ^ avated 
‘hrtw, atUrally to that part which is being . }ng.
fact that S°lld rock under the busy city. It 15 a dif_

L" WOrk of such magnitude can be carried ^
east. -r,Cl °Ur feet without inconveniencing us ,rock tunnel- 

located in 
difficulty that pre-

fheinS' is t T" °nly surface evidence of the deep 
parks, 0r c i°tind at the various shafts which are
>ted :r Public squares. The principal difficulty - 
°r a WoÏlf at was the question of storing explosives

fXplosives °f SUcb Rreat proportion. To keep ie s
tothe; vs un the surface was to harbor constant nenac

y Placin68 °f tbe citizens. The matter was finally 
be r0si 8 tbe dynamite magazines far under the s 

!Vl,l auto’ and setting the doors to these maga;
_0t ayd a,tlcally close in case of an explosion 
> do POls°nous fumes in the rock chamber, 
jtoto Rur<i 8rrn t0 the workmen. The idea v

ke r°ck ^ tbe dynamite magazines far under
LK- — ' 6 magazines so

and trap the 
where they

borrowed

they

The idea was

ts, °^rî£s
Off the dv.n lt8elf ,s made of largP capaClty' ,-oof to keep 

any >amite is stored under a protecting roof t^ ^
aShields of rocks that might fall whan ]

Ac

the “shooting” in the tunnel. At the entrance of the drift 
substantial concrete bulkhead is built, and in this is 

The door is of massive construction, built
a very
a low doorway.
of I-beams, sixteen inches deep and spaced apart with oak 
beams twelve inches square. The door has beveled edges, 
so that it will seat itself snugly iin the doorway. . The door 
is always kept open at an angle of about 45 degrees. 
In the magazine a thousand pounds of dynamite may be 
kept at a time. Should this be exploded, the explosion wave 
would have to travel down the zigzag passage and would 
lose much of its force at each abrupt turn, finally striking 
the door with greatly diminished energy. The door would 
be slammed shut by the blast of air issuing from the drift 
and would then be held shut by the gases of the exploded 
dynamite. A magazine of this sort has been constructed 

the foot of each shaft—not at the foot, however, fornear
fear that in case of a mishap, it might block the escape of 

The magazines have been tested by exploding athe men.
number of sticks of dynamite around the first bend in the 
drift, and in every case the door has closed just as expected.

The work through the rock is being pushed very rapid
ly ; at some of the shafts between 8oo and i,ooo pounds of 
dynamite have been used daily. Within the last year mil
lions of pounds of dynamite have been exploded under the 
city, while most of New York was totally oblivious to the 
fact. Already a number of the tunnel sections have been 
“holed” through. To expedite the work, one contractor is 
using an interesting form of shoveling machine, built 
especially for this work, so that it may be taken down the 
comparatively narrow shaft and be assembled to work with
in the small diameter of eleven feet, which is the size of the 
tunnel at the particular point where this machine is now be- 

The machine is controlled by a single operator,ing used, 
and does the work of six laborers.

Some of the work on the city pressure tunnel has been 
hurried so far that certain sections are now being lined with 

The forms used for this purpose are very intefest-concrete.
ing. They cover 120 feet altogether and are arranged in 

sections, sixty feet of the lower half of the tunnel being 
concreted in an advance of sixty feet of the upper part. The 
first step is to lay the “invert,” that is, a narrow segment 
of the lining running along the bottom of the tunnel. This, 
when completed, forms the track upon which the forms for 
the rest of the lining travel. The forms are mounted on 
trucks with wheels tapered to fit the curve of the invert. The 
forms for the lower half cylinder are practically the same as 
those for the upper half cylinder. After the lining has set, 
the sides of the upper form may be drawn in to free them 

the concrete, by operating the turnbuckles A, and 
of the lower forms by operating the turnbuckle B.

two

from
those
Then jacks may be unscrewed to lower the upper section 
slightly freeing it completely from the concrete and jacks E 
may be screwed up to raise the bottom section slightly upon 
the truck. In this collapsed condition the forms may be 
drawn forward to complete the next section of tunnel. It is 

different task, howevet, to lay the concrete into the 
Sections of the plating of the upper forms are

quite a 
upper form.
removed and the concrete is shoveled in, adding the plates 
step by step as necessary, until finally the topmost plate is 
added when the concrete can be introduced only from, the 
end of the form. It will be observed that small pieces of 
board are temporarily nailed against the edge of the forms 
and fitted up as neatly as possible against the rock above, 

retain the concrete until it sets. As each section isso as to , . ,
completed, grouting holes are left in the top through which, 
when the lining is completed otherwise, grout will be forced 
under high pressure to fill up all cracks and crevices and 
make the lining perfectly sound.

k
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road crust under the carpet. Second, character of the ^ 
pet itself, including both the bitumen and the grit or ^ ^ 
material as is applied with the bitumen. Third, charade^ 
traffic to be sustained. Taking these in their order na 
let us first consider the character of the crust.

dati011This should be of such a nature and on such foun 
that the weight of the traffic will be thoroughly susta ^ 
without any aid whatever from the carpet. For

bound macadam road o

ioed

traffic on suburban roads, a water
suitable and sufficient foundation is an ideal crust 
which to apply a bituminous carpet, regardless of the 
of the bitumen used to form the carpet. Under some c

preferabl
and

d<>e5
withstand a greater load. A concrete crust, howeve » ^
not appear to hold a carpet of an asphaltic nature as * ^ 
it holds one formed by the use of tar, the adhesion 
apparently less with the former than with the latter ^ 
rial. A crust of good gravel, thoroughly compacted, is

apPear , 
or taI

upon
nature

di

rions, a cement concrete crust is excellent and 
water bound macadam, in that it has more stability

mate-
od

under restricted traffic conditions, but it does not 
hold a carpet formed by the use of heavy asphaltic 
binders, unless the carpet is made of such thickness ^ 
it becomes a part of the road crust. Heavy binders 
ferred to herein are intended to mean binders that red ^ 
heating to a temperature of at least 180 deg. F. in or ^ a 
permit satisfactory application. A bituminous carpet ^ 
gravel road appears to be successful under compara 
light traffic if a bitumen is used that does not require 
ing to a temperature above ioo deg. F. before apP11

a d>rt
A carpet formed by the use of any material 1011

under

that

road is of no value whatever, as it breaks up 
kind of traffic and very soon ceases to be a carpet. the

Continuing to the second principal feature, na 
character of the bituminous carpet, we have again 
important factor. The kind of bitumen used and the ^ sed, 
under which it is applied, the kind and amount of S111 ^ 
and the character of the grit, each and all have a

tb<>d

E*'
decided influence on the limitations of economical u®e" 
perience has shown that a carpet must be uniform i'n ck 
ness, and in order to be so the bitumen and grit muS| 
be spread uniformly, and in order to spread the ted 
uniformly experience has shown that it must be dis jp. 
by means of pressure applied in some manner, either ^
troducing air or steam pressure directly into the a' j,y
which the bitumen is contained, or in securing PreSS 
means of a pump of some form. Experience has 
strated also that where it is desired to make a carpet ^ sg. 
ing the bitumen to be applied at the rate of JA %a ' p .yjotf 
yd., uniformity is more successfully obtained by ^\.
the bitumen in successive layers of approximately gjjt
per Sq. yd., each layer of bitumen being covered vv 
before the succeeding layer is applied.

t j coflta ,
The grit used for covering the bitumen shoum 

no clay or loam, and if the traffic to be borne is a^at tbe 
traffic, with steel tires predominating, it appears 
best and most lasting results are obtained by uS*D^aj col>' 
ture of coarse an fine material, the coarse matebhie si*e 
sisting of tough ebbles, or stone broken to Pe . j of 
(approximately in. in diameter), mixed with ffla^ stonc 
a finer nature, such as sand or a coarse grade gt^eS 
dust. Such mixing is better accomplished if the two ^ ^ 
of grit are applied separately in forming the blan giy 
is, the coarser material being applied first and *mrnapplica 
followed by the finer material. Such method °f 1 a 
tion appears to give a firmer carpet that will wl f0rihe 
greater amount of steel tire traffic than will a can11 ^ ^ 
by the use of either coarse or fine material alone.

nd
d

car'

At each shaft access will be had to the tunnel through 
risers or vertical pipes, 48 or 72 inches in diameter. At 
most of the shafts two such pipes will be provided, each fit
ted with valves at the bottom which may be operated from 
the surface to close either of them when it is desired to gain 
access to them or to effect any necessary repairs, 
valves at the bottom of the risers will be of such a design 
as to close automatically in case of an abnormal flow 
through the risers, due to the destruction of the valve at 
the top by explosion or other accident. At the top of the 
risers there will be two valves, the one nearer the riser be
ing an emergency valve, which may be closed in case of any 
damage to the other valve.

It is probable that no immediate changes will be made 
in the water supply of Manhattan and Bronx, except that 
pipe lines will be run from the shafts to help out the exist
ing supply in case of emergency. In Brooklyn and Queens, 
where thirty-five pumping stations are now required, most 
of the stations will be discontinued for the reason that the 
water will be delivered through the aqueduct at sufficient 
pressure to reach all parts. Only in one or two sections 
will pumping be necessary.

From Hill View reservoir the water will flow through a 
tunnel, 15 feet in diameter. This will be narrowed to 14, 13, 
12 and 11 feet; which is the diameter of the rock tunnel at 
Fort Green Park, Brooklyn, and at the intersection of Flat- 
bush and Third Avenues. From there on steel pipes, five 
and one-half feet in diameter and running down to four feet 
in diameter, will carry the water to the Narrows, and under 
New York Bay, at the Narrows, the line will be only three 
feet in diameter. This gradual shrinking of the aqueduct 
reminds one of those large rivers that flow cut of the moun
tains in sufficient volume to be navigable and even a menace 
to the surrounding country in time of flood, but which, when 
they reach the deserts are drunk up by the thirsty sands 
and sucked by the torrid sun until they vanish without any 
clearly defined terminus or possibly flow in a sickly stream 
to a small stagnant lagoon. Thus, when the entire Catskill 
system is completed and operating at its full capacity, the 
waters which three days before poured out of the Ashokan 
reservoir in a mighty flood, over seventeen feet in diameter, 
will reach Staten Island, a stream only 3 per cent, of its 
former size, after having been robbed by the rest of the 
thirsty city.-

The

LIMITATIONS OF BITUMINOUS CARPET 
SURFACES.*

By A. W. Dean, M. Am. Soc. C. E.f

A bituminous carpet surface is well defined as “a bitumi
nous surface of appreciable thickness formed on top of a 
road crust by the application of one or more coats of bitu
minous material, with gravel, sand or stone chips added.” 
Such a carpet is not formed by the use 01 oil emulsions, 
consequently, emulsions will not be considered in this dis
cussion, nor will a crust approximating two inches in thick
ness be considered, inasmuch as when a coat or blanket is 
made of such thickness, it ceases to become a carpet, but 
rather becomes an integral part of the road crust or pave
ment.

Limitations in the use of bituminous carpet surfaces are 
governed by three principal features. First, character of the

•Paper presented before the American Association for 
the advancement of Science, Cleveland, Ohio.

tChief Engineer, Massachusetts Highway Commission.
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Pet is to
c°arser
aPPear

carry a traffic consisting largely of automobiles, the 
Material does mot become as necessary, although it 

s to be preferable.

Use • be ^i®d of bituminous material that it is preferable to 
to whD l carPet is still a debatable subject, particularly as 
the u 6ther tar or asphalt products are preferable, and in 
temp 6 asPilalts, whether a heavy asphalt requiring high 
fgraj,Iature (200 deg. F. or more) before application is pre- 
It ha 6 to one that does not require such high temperature, 
hotypj een the experience and observation of the writer,
aPpli 6r’ that before'»wicaf the asphalts requiring high temperature
a mix ,10n give better and more permanent results under 
fic thed traffic than do the lighter asphalts. By mixed traf- 
aad h6 Wnter means a combination of trucks, automobiles 
With a ayy an<i iiffht horse-drawn vehicles. A carpet forme 
staM eavy asphaltic material, however, does not wit 
the eff C COnsisting largely of heavy steel tired vehicles, 
crümb]ect of such being to cut the blanket and cause it 0 

® and to soon disappear from the surface.
fic, lb^rd principal feature, namely, the character of traf 
SeCOnj St necessarily be considered in connection wit 
°Pe of J:lndpal Mature, already discussed. In fact, neither 
disCÜS 1 lese three features hereinbefore mentiond can 
Ppon eutirely by itself, as each is dependent somew 1a 
bitumffi °thers- With a suitable road crust to sustam 
in detp °Us carPet, traffic is an extremely important ac 
carpet rmming what type of materials to use for such
^Cessarii h® am°unt, type and weight of vehlcl®S ™hat 
a tar y be considered. It has been demons ra e 
day _ a^Pet will carry economically 100 automo 1 es 
dtaw. r foot in width of roadway, together with a or 
t0adwayra®C of 15 vehicles per day per foot in ^dth j 

Pnder the other hand, a similar tar carpc
tired vltraffic consisting of 20 heavy, horse-drawn, steel 
°Ply 8 , 1C es Per foot in width of roadway per day, 
a tar VUt°m°biles per foot. This clearly demonstrates tha 
Süstain fnbet is not suitable and should never e u 
°°miCal heavy horse-drawn traffic, but is suitable and
Panicu,m carrying automobile traffic. Inasmuch as
îtoned aur Wear appeared to be caused by the a o
, Ser tra« blle traffic> is safe to aSS.U”e £ Lrds kept 
.y the w ■ C c°uld be economically carried. ec ar<j.
’n£ the tritCr sh°w that what has been stated a ove ^ 
CarPet. ar. carPet is true also of the heavy asph ofe 
^rvation ailu/es that have occurred under the wr 

here n. Uh a heavy asphaltic oil carpet av m.
or t rati° of the number of automobiles to the^um

One JSe-drawn vehicles was not any greater 

:"®c ar, ' Pe- with narrow tyres, no amoun , truC.
*Ve effec^eaJs to be sufficient to counterbalance e 
^ Per heavy horse-drawn vehicles per

Ur

be

The
Nent thLriter is of ^e opinion that it is not dj0g
^‘tation, '■ t0 State general positive conclusions Such
yUrfaces l ln ‘he use of bituminous carpet s“rfaCe . four 
N. an'/; been in use in this country only about

th VarioUs f 6 character and quality of the and
clC charact lnaes a'nd in various places are so u 
h °f traffic over the highways is and has
ÎerVatL .rapidl>-' that the results of experim«Us a
:SstS^- been variable. Positive and 

the^yat'on tb llmitations can be drawn on y a 0f
Caf bind a r°ugh a period of years, keeping e
of ^t, , quality and amounts of materia us . s

VeCd 0f the kinds, number and
S Passmg over the sections under observât,on.

THE ELECTRIFICATION OF TUNNELS.

With the announcement of the construction of several 
large tunnels by the different steam railways in the West, 
and the general electrification of tunnels in New York, etc., 
it is perhaps not out of place to recall and briefly describe 
the one large tunnel in use in Canada which, originally built 
for steam-operated trains, was electrolized and so operated 
in 1908, and has continued to give splendid satisfaction as 
such ever since.

The St. Clair tunnel under the St. Clair River, and con
necting Sarnia, Ont., Canada, with Port Huron, Mich., United 
States of America, is more than two miles in length, includ
ing its approaches. The length of the tunnel proper is 
6,025 feet, and the length of electric trackage, including 
yards, is approximately 12 miles. The tunnel has a maxi
mum grade of two per cent., and was built under the 
St. Clair River by the Grand Trunk Railway under the 
supervision of Mr. Joseph Hobson, the chief engineer ; Mr. 
T. E. Hillman, first assistant engineer, and Mr. M. S. Black-

Western Portal of Tunnel.

It was constructed in 
the obstacles presented by a navigable

lock, second assistant engineer.
order to overcome 
stream, alive with commerce during the summer, and often 
blocked by ice in winter, and previous to its opening the 
Grand Trunk Railway freighted the trains across the river 

of car-ferries. The tunnel is a continuous ironby means
tube, nineteen feet ten inches in diameter, the total weight 
of iron being 56,000,000 pounds. Work was commenced in 
1888, and the tunnel was opened for freight traffic in October, 
1891. and passenger traffic in December of the same year. 
The cost was $2,700,000.

Shortly after the opening of the tunnel for freight traffic 
the need of some method of doing away with the noxious and 
injurious gases, which formed from the smoke of the steam 
engines, was at once obvious. The natural remedy was the 

of electric locomotives, and after mature deliberation, 
the Grand Trunk decided in favor of operating the tunnel by

located on the Port Huron

use

electricity. The power plant was 
bank of the St. Clair River and the length of zone electrified 

four miles. The single-phase system was adopted, and 
the single catenary supported by structural steel bridges 
the structural method used; the normal voltage being 3,3c» 

The Westinghouse Company finished the contract in 
May, 1908, and the cost was $600,000.

A comparison of the haulage before and after electrifica- 
The normal weight of trains hauled

was
was

volts.

tion is also interesting, 
through the tunnel before electrification was 760 tons ; after 
electrification it was 1,500 tons. The weight of the steam 
engines formerly used, which, when built, were the largest
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THE INTERNATIONAL WATERWAYS 
COMMISSION.

In regard to the work now being carried on W ^ 

International Water Commission, Mr. L. J. Burpea reC 
stated that three important questions were being - 
by the commission.

The first of these relates to the levels of the

tedinvestit

Lake of
see®1maythe Woods and its tributary waters. This to some 

a comparatively small matter, but in reality it invo v ^ 
large interests, as far apart as Winnipeg and Duluth. {(> 
investigation is the outcome of complaints as to a®° 
lands along these waterways by flooding. The farming ^ 
munities would like the level of 'the lake lowered, 
other hand, navigation interests complain that the 
the lake and its connecting rivers is already too 
their purposes. There are the fishing and lumbering^ 0f 
ests to be considered, and the very important iuf®re

decision which win ^ 
boundary-

vet!'

water >®
forlow

fair
power development. To reach a
to all these interests, on both sides of the
commission cannot afford to act hastily, or without

It now

bavi°*
hP

the fullest possible information on the subject. _ iv_ 
survey parties representing both countries, obtainm ps 
nical data upon which it may base its conclusions. r0ad 
already held hearings at International Falls and ^ a1
on the American, and at Kenora on the Canadian 0f 
which everyone interested in the question, from any ^jtb 
view, was given full opportunity to present his vl®wSan id® 
this evidence and the engineering data, the commis®1 jcal) 
be in a position to recommend to the Canadian and • 

governments a solution of what has become a ver> 
and troublesome problem.

The second question that the commission is inV^gg i® 

ing, and in which connection it recently held a er> i® 
Detroit, is the building of a dam in the Detroit jir
connection with the Livingstone Channel. This gOe^
tended to be built partly in Canadian waters, and is ^ be»r 
to protect the interests of navigation. At the Detro 
ing, however, a considerable difference of opinion e of 
among engineers and shipmasters as to the advan 
the proposed work ; the town of Amherstburg c0 
that it would injure their waterfront, and counsel °n 
of the Dominion Government argued that one of the y 
objects of the dam (to raise the level of the water) 
nullified by the unauthorized diversion of water at ^d? 
for the drainage canal,, that a simpler and cheaper 
would be to prevent this diversion, and that it wou ^ ^ut a 
ferable to deal with the dam, not as an isolated w°r ^pjpe®1 
part and parcel of a comprehensive scheme of devt 
of all these international waters for the benefit of 
of both countries. On the other hand, the American 1 
urged the necessity of the dam to safeguard the e tb®

Here, ag»1”; 

and intricate problem ^ 
iched with the utmost ,,-

absolute impartiality. Incidentally the evidence bro 
threw light upon the amazing development of the s 
industry on the Great Lakes, the tonnage on the 
River in igi2 reaching the tremendous total of |b®
tons, or over four times the tonnage passing th®° yz 
Suez Canal ; and the value of these shipments ag 
$800,000,000. . ating

The third question the commission is investik^^.,;^ 
behalf of the two governments is the exceedingly 1 ^gsi®*1 
one of the pollution of boundary waters. If the c°^g 
never succeeded in accomplishing anything more 1
ing to safeguard Canadians and Americans living ® -t5 

international boundary, it would more than jus

te®b"

Ifbeb®

soive:
„ a®®

traffic up and down the Detroit River, 
commission has a di 
and one that must be o®‘

in the world, was 200,000 pounds ; the weight of the two 
electrical engines in use is 270,000 pounds each. The elec
trical engines have a normal motor capacity of 1,500 horse
power and a normal draw-bar pull of 50,000 pounds. A maxi

speed of 35 miles per hour, and a minimum speed of 10 
miles an hour up a two per cent, grade with a i,ooo-ton 
train.

mum

The tunnel has been a paying proposition, as the train 
service now operated through the St. Clair tunnel is very

Entrance to Eastern Portal.

It is now lighted throughout, and presentsheavy.
the appearance of a well-lighted street instead of a tunnel 
sunk underneath a river, where the annual tonnage of ves
sels passing through is about twice as great as that passing 

through the Suez Canal.

3£

Approach Grade and Engine.

In comparing the tunnel before and after electrification, 
arrives at the conclusion that the correct methodone soon

of operating a tunnel of any length is by electricity, as the 
evil-smelling and damp tunnel of before cannot be compared 
with the well-lighted, dry, and novel appearing passageway 
which the St. Clair tunnel now presents.

It is expected that New York’s state barge carnal will be 
ready as a whole in 1915. Locks are being built for 3,000-ton 
barges. An important percentage of the state’s population 
lives within twenty miles of the canal on either side, and the 
motor truck will give farmers and manufacturers easy access.
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■^he
^uring C0,1' mine accidents occuring in the United States 
j^teay e year !9t2 have been compiled by the United States 
fI°rton_ 0t Mines. under the direction of Frederick W

Mr. jjf)
Ca*endar v >n°n’ in reviewing the year, says :

coal m^dr *^12 there were 2,360 men killed in and about . 
aSO,0°o,Oo!lneS °f the United States. Based on an output of 

ea*h rat Sk°rt tons of coal produced by 750,000 men, the 
!!' ‘1 kiligj ^Rr 1,000 employed was 3.15, and the number o 

, 0r every t ,000,000 tons of coal mined was 4-29- 
. ath rat 6r 111611 killed was the least since 1906, t e 

death Per 1,000 employed was the smallest since 1899, 
and tk&te per 1.000,000 tons of coal mined was the low 

■r, lhe n., k number of tons of coal produced in proportion 
i ese fart r °f men killed was the greatest on record.

toward °^er indisputable evidence that conditions ten 
, at COaj , safety in coal mining are actually improving an 
'hatl evert ?°W beinR mined with less danger to the miner 
ar®d wit}) 6 °re' The general improvement in 1912. as com 

j I®11* is shown by the following facts.
^nitp/0tlle number of men killed in 

atpd with tates Was 359 less than in 19H 2>3bo as com
Blte of tu 2,7I0—a decrease of ,3.2 per cent., and this in 

^act ^hat there were more men employed in 
more coal mined than in any previous year.

death

“During the

‘he

the coal mines of

t>inPs 
s and

The
was 3-15»rate per 1,000 men employed in 1912 

3-73 in the previous year, a decrease of ’5-5 Pe
nJkainst

Uliri
" 'vere\.-|?12 ^or every 1,000,000 tons of coal 
ase of 2 1 ed> as compared with 5-48 men in 
The 7 P6r Cent-

th igl2 V'ls 233,ooo tons of coal mined for each ma 
"ase of ’ as compared with 183,000 tons in 19”. an 

tons, or 27.3 per cent.
btevio,^1 tbe improvement in 1912 was. j?reater

a rt*y due year f°r which accurate statistics are £ .
di^ last fewr,rrhaps’ t0 exceptionally mild ^eat er . ^ 
ithastr°Us ni°nths of the year decreasing the 1 ’ nnual V<SenCt0a,-dus, explosions, there bas beer1 an^annual

Batiyin °r a number of years, as indicated 
table *

ed 4-29 
, a de-

than in
available.

lstence.
‘agtQtl0n DOt only of the federal health authorities at Wash- 
of he", fnd 0ttawa, but also of state and provincial boards 
Sutnznt^ °n either side of the boundary. During the coming 
exPert r a tborou,gh examination will be made by sanitary 
Whetl \ -t0 ascertain the principal sources of pollution, and 
sion . ls data has been collected and digested the commis-
best -, . be in a position to consider the remedy or remedies

assjgned

in this great undertaking it has the hearty co-

to meet the situation.
govern add'tf°n to these questions, referred to it by the two 
pbcati0Inen.tS’ tbe commission also has before it several ap- 
bo,1ndanS *nv°iving the erection of dams and other works in 
tertQS Jf Waters- In such questions as these, under the 
It is j 'be treaty, the decision of the commission is final.

en (je e^?ct an international court of appeal, or, as it has 
^ryonSCnbed’ a Hague Tribunal for America, to which 
>ng tjjc lnterested, either for or against, any project involv- 
Poses °f boundary waters of navigation, power pur-
assutancan'tary Canals> 01 irrigation, may appeal with the 

e °f a fair hearing and an impartial decision.

be

COAL Mine FATALITIES FOR 1912.

Number of Men Killed In and About the Coal Mines of the 
United States in the Calendar Years 1907 to 1912, 

Inclusive, With Death Rates.
—Number killed—

Production 
per death, 
short tons. 

144,000 
165,000 
173,000 
177,000 
183,OCX)

233,000
It will be noted from the foregoing table that the death 

rate per 1,000,000 tons of coal mined has decreased annually, 
that the production per death has increased each year since 
1907, and that the death rate per 1,000 men employed has 
steadily decreased during the last four years.

This general improvement has been brought about by a 
combination of causes, the principal one of which has been 
more efficient and effective mine inspection on the part of the 
State mining departments and State mine inspectors through
out the country, supplemented by greater care on the part of 
both the operators and the miners. The investigative and 
educational work of the Bureau of Mines has kept the opera
tor and the miner alive to the various dangers connected 
with coal mining and has shown what precautions should be 
taken to avoid these dangers. The bureau is, therefore, 
gratified with the improvement shown, particularly as the 
■greatest improvement relates to dangers concerning which 
the bureau has been conducting special investigations, as is 
shown later. The bureau, however, can not too strongly ex
press its appreciation of the co-operation of the State min
ing officials and the operators in the work of making coal 
mining safer.

Although there has been an annual improvement in mine- 
safety conditions since 1907, and a particularly notable one 
in 1912, a st'll greater decrease in the death rate can be ef
fected. Whether or not such an improvement will be made 
in 1913 depends larg ly on the care exercised by the opera
tors, superintendents foremen, and all others in authority, 
and by the miners as well, t > prev -nt the rise of dangerous 
conditions and to avoid unnecessary risks when such condi
tions have arisen.

Per 1,000,000 
short

tons mined. 
6-93 
6.05

Per 1,000 
employed. 

4.88
3.64
4.00

Total.
3A97
2,449
2,668
2,840
2,719
2,360

Year.
1907
1908

5791909
1910
1911
1912

5.663.92
5-483-73

3.15 4.29

The R.M.S. “Kyle,” which is being built and engined 
at the Neptune Works of Swan, Hunter and Wigham Richard
son, Limited, to the order of the Reid Newfoundland Co., 
of St. John’s, Newfoundland, was recently successfully 
launched. The steamer is intended for the mail and pas
senger service between Newfoundland and Labrador coast, 
and is exceptionally strongly constructed for running the 
ice which she will frequently meet on service. She is 220 ft. 
in length by 32 ft. beam and will be rigged as a two masted 
schooner. She is to be fitted with accommodation amid
ships for 68 first-class passengers, including dining saloon 
with seating accommodation for 32, ladies’ room, smoking 
room, etc., and there will be a good promenade deck for the 
pa sengers’ use. Aft there is to be accommodation for sec
ond class passengers, 102 men and 40 women, and there are 
two hospitals, one for men and one for women in a deck
house above. There will be a complete installation of elec
tric light, including searchlight, efficient arrangement of 
steam heating suitable for the climate, and wireless tele
graphy will also be fitted. The steamer will be propelled 
by single screw triple expansion engines.
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the
Oregon and Washington the problem is to encourag ^ 
local authorities to put the Pacific Highway in as g° ^ ^ 
dition as possible before the Panama Exposition ^eo 
The construction of the highway in California will ^ aJ)d 
care of by the state. During the next two years, °“ ^ 
probably two, hard surfaced roads will be completed ^

ment
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COAST TO COAST.

Hugh'Toronto, Ont.—The Niagara park commission is com
pleting arrangements for the granting of a concession to a 
Spanish company for the installing of an aerial tramway 

the whirlpool. The tramway will be about a third of a 
mile long and will cross from one Canadian shore to the 
other, 'greatly lessening the distance which is now covered 
by the International Railway which runs around the whirl
pool. The immensity of the undertaking may be appreciated 
when it is considered that the pool must be spanned by a 
single cable with no support beyond the towers and anchors 
at each end, and that at the same time this cable must be 
sufficiently strong to carry the cars and passengers.

out that state from north to south. In British 
highway will be completed by the provincial governu^-^ 

Columbia will spend appro*11"over
1915. This year British 
$6,000,000 on roads. rovi&Cl*1

Saskatoon, Sask.—The subject of an interp
0f 1 Sasta-highway across Canada is on the programme ^

of Canadian Municipalities for its next convention at ^ 
In order that the enterprise may be broug o

“dpr:3-toon.
united force to the attention of the Dominion
governments, municipal councils are now being a 
adopt the following form of resolution : “Resolved, * c9$.
council is strongly in favor of the making by, or 
junction with, the governments concerned, an interp^^^3i 
highway, of good standard construction, across jjtie* 
This council request the Union of Canadian Muni»1 
to secure united action for the purpose.”

tbi5
Toronto, Ont.—John Gott, chief electrical engineer of the 

Commercial Cable Company, has invented a device by which 
the Morse dot and dash signals can be used on long sub
marine cables, and by which a message was sent recently from 
Toronto to London, Eng., direct without relaying; that is, the 

by the ordinary land line Morse key and yea*5’
Victoria, B.C.—Following the custom of previous 

the health authorities of this city soon will start 
campaign against insanitary structures and the c° 
which make them a menace to the public from the v.ie 
of health and fire. For some time past the sanitary ]\Qg ifi 
has been making a tour of the city with a view of l5^s^ei’ 
those premises which, in his opinion, should be d®10^ staf* 
and at an early session of the city council authority j b? 
condemnation proceedings against such building5 gftf 
sought. There are at present on the list approximate 
buildings and sheds which come within the list of on
premises. A 'great number of these are stables in ^ t» 
lying sections, the condition of which cannot be imp ,tjob

message was sent 
read on a Morse sounder. Lord Kelvin invented the first in
strument to decipher signals, and it was called the Thomson 
reflecting galvonometer, or what is commonly known as the 
“mirror.” The great objection to the “mirror” was that no 
permanent record of the message was sent, the reader calling 
off the message to an assistant as it was reflected. Sir 
William Thomson then invented the siphon recorder, which

In thethe difficulty of not providing a record.overcame
siphon recorder a light coil of wire is suspended in the field 
of a powerful magnet, and the movements of the coil in re- 

to the current through the cable are recorded on a 
paper tape passed in front of a fine glass siphon at

tached by silk fibres to the suspended coil and dipping into 
an ink-well. The end of the siphon traces in ink a line on 
the tape, and this line goes up and down in response to the 

of the coil from side to side in response to a
When a point of the

sponse
narrow

meet the by-law requirements in the way of sewer c ^ yegp 
and other sanitary arrangements. Within the past b3’ 
the policy of the city in ordering the destruction of 5 .jgjlf 
been followed. In Chinatown the campaign was J atlitar' 
energetic, with the result that a great number of 'nstr0ye^ 
wooden outhouses, verandahs, fences, etc., were sec^o1> 
and in consequence the sanitary conditions in that ^ A. 
materially improved. The medical health officer, ^
B. Hall, Sanitary Inspector Lancaster, and Fire Cbie^ 
are the officials who are chiefly concerned in this w 
their joint report will soon be forthcoming. ^

Calgary, Alta.—Mr. R. A. Ross, at present aCt?n^.ece()t 
eral manager of the Toronto Hydro-Electric, in 
report to the city on the power question, made the t[,et6 
recommendations : “For future extensions thereafter. .^eS

movements
change in the polarity of the current, 
line rises up above a fixed point it means a dot and a valley

man to read accuratelyis a dash. Only practice can enable a 
and quickly a message by the siphon record. The technical 
details of the Gott invention are not being told at present, 
but the same voltage as at present used is required, and it 
is said that very little new machinery is needed. One feature 
of the Gott system is a delicate instrument which magnifies 
the faint note of the far-travelling dot and dash, and increases 
the volume of sound into a loud click. It is quite probable 
in the opinion of electricians that by Mr. Gott’s invention it 
will be possible to transmit through automatic repeaters 
telegraph signals around the world, and the time will be less 
than one second.

is no change in the art in the next few years, steal» 5pi»
with gas-fired boilers will be our recommendation. d'~
of the greater economy of the gas engine. Shou otb^ 
velopment of the gas engine or gas turbine or 50 ^5 
improvement render it possible to utilize other S^cUlty ^ 
power than that recommended there will be no 01 
introducing it later when it is ripe. Our recomtf'f ^ 
are as above in spite of the fact that the gas eng1 ^ ^ 
a power standpoint, is the cheapest. In comb1»» tb9.

steam from gas-fired boilers is ch®ap natufij 
hydro and gas engine up to 20,000 kilowats. . , 
gas engine is hampered as follows ; The great cap‘ u;prflenf 
ment being 100 per cent, more than for steam e ^ 3 P1^ 
The whole service will depend upon the integrity ^ 5t>^
line 172 miles long. The large gas engine is n°süCceSs ^

i>&1

Victoria, B.C.—A publication of the Pacific Highway As
sociation of North America records the creation in Oregon 
of a State Highway Department, whose engineer will be at 
the service of all county courts that may desire advice and 
assistance from him. A strong point is made that all money 
raised by bonds for road purposes must be spent along per- 

Statistics are given showing amounts ofmanent lines.
money expended on roads in Oregon for the last four years 
and the number of miles of $5,000 per mile road could have

The cost of the Pacific

hydro power

been built for the same amount.
Highway through Cowlitz county is shown at $8,542.73 for 
grading and bridging per mile. The concluding paragraph 
of the bulletin runs : “The problems for the Pacific High- 
way Association to solve during the next two years are many. 
Among the most important is the erection of the Pacific 
Highway sign from Redding, California, to San Diego. In

a stage of development as yet as will insure 
your plant, and the use of smaller units would 
capital and operating costs considerably over those

il
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gas°Ur report. The advantages of steam as compared with 
invo]1Q ^is case are as follows : The decreased capital cost 
stanrtK6^'- utilization of natural gas with coal as a
of y m case of failure of pipe line. The establishment 
and Plant.in which every item has been tried out for years 
pr°bah‘V ^icl1 n° exPerimenting is necessary, and the greater 

1 “7 of quick deliveries of apparatus.”
reCei **aWa’ ®nt<—In regards the petitions that have been 
to from the landowners on a number of streets asking

Ve tarvia macadam streets constructed, Controller Nel- 
do inSS^e^ ‘he following statement : “What we propose to 
than th 656 cases is to construct a more substantial roadway 
®iSsj e ‘ai"via macadam as used on the Improvement Com- 
hfoken11 driveway- We propose to build up the streets o 
Then uSt°ne as in the case of the ordinary macadam road. 
tarvia °aVe six inches of smaller broken stone mixed with 
stone and ahove this two inches of tarvia and very fine 
helievPa°Ve^ed with a layer of tarvia and dust. This, it is 
inches Wd! prove most satisfactory, making over eig t
resi<je ° Sobd composition of broken stone and tarvia. e 
Pavemp S alon8T Center Street who petitioned for an asphalt 
to th;s n,t. ^as‘ inU are now endeavoring to have it change 
nearly lnd °f roadway, which will be less expensive, not 
It is ' ,as dusty, not so noisy, and does not require sprinkling 

: 6 intention of the works department to make severa 
regard to the use of a simple top dressing

Last summer, on

ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT UNDER AN 
UNUSUAL HEAD OF WATER.

The Swiss, as a nation, are generally given credit for 
being the leaders in the design and manufacture of electric 
machinery designed for use under high heads of water. 
Word comes to hand of a power development scheme which 
outdoes, in the use of an available head of water of 5,412 
feet, any previous development of which the writer is aware.

Mr. Boucher, of Lousanne, Switzerland, a civil engineer 
who has designed many other water power schemes with 
comparatively high heads, and who is a member of the 
board of the Society of the Electro Chimie, of Paris, has 
persuaded them to carry into execution the conversion of the 
water power of the Lake of Fully, near Martigny, in Canton 
Wallis, Switzerland, with a head of 5,412 feet, into electric 

The execution of this project has been fully re

son

energy.
solved upon, the work commenced, and the orders for the
necessary materials placed.

The most interesting question in connection with this 
scheme arose when deciding in what manner the pipe line 
should be constructed in order to withstand a pressure of 
2,425 lbs. per square inch at the lower end. 
most satisfactory, as well as perfectly simple, solution 
found.

However, a
was

oïP:;v^ts in

Mütc. ‘a and dust along other streets. 
s*ePt °‘e Street, west of Bank Street, we had the stree 
?°ne orvi B ‘k‘n coat of tarvia and dust put on. This was 
'n this y °nce’ yet to-day, going along Mutchmore tree 

section, you will see the effect still remaining, and 
,ve thin! U ‘s as smooth and hard as the top face of asp a 
°f yeat? that if this were done continuously for a number 
i’e as w°uld form a solid face on the street that wou 
k'h'g S» ° as Pavement. We are going to try it on urte?\ 
^cLe &,treet> from Rideau north to the end of the street ; o 
Hst of’ fr°m Elgin to Bank Street, and on Fourth Avenue 
Hat k' This will be done out of general fund, less
^eSe str C°me out the sprinkling that will bej sf"vC^ 
^der ]0 ee.tS" ^he permanent tarvia macadam wi e

Ca improvement.

The pipe line in a length of about 2% miles consists of 
pipes with inside diameters of 19 11/16 inches and 23^ 
inches, and thicknesses of from 15/64 inch to 1 25/32 inches. 
The pipes of the upper section will be of the well-known 
water gas lapwelded type, whereas those of the lower part 
will toe seamless.

These seamless pipes, which are drawn in strong draw- 
presses from a steel ingot, and which can be made up to the 
largest diameters, offer as high a security as one could wish 
on account of their perfect homogeneity, especially for 
schemes of such high demands as the present.

The turbines for 15,000 horse-power will be built by the 
engineering firm of Piccard, Pictet & Company, Geneva. 
The construction of the pipe line is in the hands of Thyssen 
& Company, who possess at Muelheim-Ruhr extensive steel, 
plate, and tube works, as well as a water gas welding plant 
for large pipes, and where a great many pipe lines for water 
power plants have already been constructed.

in Plac
w

Hick ; *!a’ ®ask—Despite the general financial
swin but Mowly loosening up, building operations are 

now m -this city. The steel work has been completed
be>ng *be ten-story McCallum Hill building, and wor 
^ent ka ®d °n Putting on the tiling floors. The anfn0?.n 

the Qr ?Cn made with respect to the change o 

T™»k Pacific Railway. This ««PW 
st a.nine-st°ry hotel at a cost of $1,000,000 and a 
Itat;°”- The hotel as originally designed mil be 

e station, however, will be much mon e a .
aHoünc e a five-story structure, according t0 ‘ e . j

« » -» pcnocci *0 ici» “c
( is g. y means of a well-equipped undergroun ^

°ver ®ra,,y understood that the total cost will t0 
Nge ;?°-poo. The Dominion Government has dea 

‘shin e Qu’Appelle River where it links up ^ m 
!>rlLakes in the vicinity of Fort Qu’Appelle,

fhrCe dams, which will considerably mcreasejan^ 
he Wa”faClli‘ies. The Provincial Government is draining 
>Ply fCana Lake in order to lay pipes for a reserve water 
a e streetr the ParHament buildings. Construction work 
Ï % DrVaiIway extensions has already been sfarted. and 
>, aÏÏS.en‘ time there are about one hundred at

^eçte. ln the course of the next month an a 
rA .Vtherha‘ there will be at least four hundred e p ^ 
a,1way ' $825,000 win be expended by the city 

work.

stringency,
in

PERSONAL.
story MR. J. J. ANTONISEN, city engineer of Moose Jaw, 

Sask., has been appointed street railway commissioner at 
Brandon, Man. Mr. Antonisen is a graduate of Leipzig Uni
versity and formerly divisional engineer for the Canadian 
Pacific Railway. Prior to going to Moose Jaw he was city 
engineer at Port Arthur, Ont.

MR. J. E. ASKWITH, assistant city engineer of Prince 
Albert, has been appointed first permanent town engineer of 
Redcliffe, Alta.

STANLEY H. FROME, resident engineer of the Grand 
Trunk Pacific Railway at Calgary, has been appointed to the 
staff of the city engineer of that city. Mr. Frome’s work 
with the city will be connected with taking soundings and the 
construction of concrete bridges.

MR. W. W. BELL, until recently chief assistant to Major 
Hodgins for the construction work of the Grand Trunk Rail
way, has been appointed engineer for the construction of the 
Banff-Windmere Road.

will

th
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CANADIAN TECHNICAL SOCIETIES
ALBERTA ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.—President, R' V " 

Edmonton ; Hon. Secretary, W. D. Cromarty, Edmonton, Alta. ., —
ALBERTA ASSOCIATION OF LAND SURVEYORS.-Rr“! Edrnon1",' 

Charlesworth, Edmonton; Secretary and Registrar, R. W. Oautleji ^icleo ' 
ASSOCIATION OF SASKATCHEWAN LAND SURVEYORS- r 

A. C. Garner,Regina ; Secretary-Treasurer, H. G. Phillips, Regin»- . V, ' 
ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF SASKATCHEWAN.—Preslden 

Murchy : Secretary, Mr. McClung, Regina. -PreS y C‘BRITISH COLUMBIA LAND SURVEYORS' ASSOCIATION- ja B-t 
W. S. Drewry, Nelson, B.C. ; Secretary-Treasurer, S. A. Roberts, vw t, H<>“ 

BRITISH COLUMBIA SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS—Pres»»6 T_ 
Horton ; Secretary, John Wilson, Victoria, B.C. —Ment, 'BUILDERS’ CANADIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.—Presld 
Nesbitt ; Secretary-Treasurer, J. H Lauer, Montreal, Que. —Preslont.

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF STATIONARY ENGINEERS. n, 0» 
Wm. Norris, Chatham, Ont. ; Secretary, W. A. Crockett, Mount ti pet»

CANADIAN CEMENT AND CONCRETE ASSOCIATION-—^.liide St-'ee
Gillespie, Toronto, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Wm. Snaith, 57 A
Toronto, Ont. . ccnClATWCANADIAN CLAY PRODUCTS’ MANUFACTURERS ASSUU0 
President. W. McCredie ; Secretary-Treasurer, D. O. McKinnon, 1r,ion,0tt* 

CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.—President, A. A- vi 
Secretary, T. S. Young, 220 King Street W.. Toronto. a. CM"

CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION—President, Hon-W- .
M.P., Toronto; Secretary. James Lawler, Canadian Building, Ot t, G«" ,, 

CANADIAN GAS ASSOCIATION.—President, Arthur HlVL.Treasllr 
Manager Consumers' Gas Company, Toronto ; John Kelilor, Secre .
Hamilton, Ont. A-i-rnN —RreSir

CANADIAN INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION- Dagg«r. 
W. Doan, M.D., Harrietsville, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Franc- 
Richmond Street West, Toronto. . preSI

THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE—198 College Street, Toronto. .
J. B. Tyrrell; Secretary. Mr. J. Patterson. F^unte1,

CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE.-Wmdsor Hotel, Montrra. f
Dr. A. E. Barlow, Montreal ; Secretary. H. Mortimer LamB, vv>
MOnCACNADIAN PEAT SOCIETY—President, J. McWilliam, H-D"gUildii,l 
Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Arthur J. Forward, B.A., ^ v pr-
0tt Tim °CANADIAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION.-Ptes'ottaW^ , 
Charles A. Hodgetts, Ottawa ; General Secretary, Major Lorne ur geCrci 

CANADIAN RAILWAY CLUB—President, James Colemai ,
James Powell, P.O. Box 7, St. Lambert, near Montreal, P.Q-

OBITUARY. Line*'

MR. E. B. WINGATE, former city engineer of Hamil
ton, Ont., and one of the best known civil engineers in Can
ada, died recently at the age of 58 years. Deceased was a 
native of Philadelphia, Pa., where he received his education 
and was employed in the engineering department there. He 
planned the tunnel and bridge at the canal for the T. H. & B.

He was shortly after appointed city engineer of 
Hamilton, from which position he resigned owing, to ill- 
health caused by hardships suffered while engaged in rail- 
road work in South America.

Railway.

CANADIAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION 
CONGRESS.

The 3rd annual congress of the association will be held 
Saskatchewan, September 18th, 19th and 20th.in Regina,

Local secretary, R. H. Murray, Bureau of Public Health,
Regina.

Arrangements are now being made by a local committee 
and further information will be available in the course of a
few weeks.

t Patricl1
CANADIAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION—Preside^-

Dubee, Montreal ; Secretary, Acton Burrows, 70 Bond Street, l pet'1'
CANADIAN SOCIETY OF FOREST ENGINEERS.-President, Qtta**' 

Toronto. : Secretary, F. W. H. Jacombe, Department of the inter* preSi<%y 
CENTRAL RAILWAY AND ENGINEERING CLUB.—Toronto.^ TueS 

G. Baldwin ; Secretary, C. L. Worth, 409 Union Station. Meet .
each month except June, July and August. , Qtt*DOMINION LAND SURVEYORS.—President, Mr. R. A. Belang ’
Secretary-Treasurer, E. M. Dennis, Dept, of the Interior, Ottawa- ^g. ggC^ 

EDMONTON ENGINEERING SOCIETY.—President, J- Chaim c>
B. F. Mitchell, City Engineer’s Office, Edmonton, Alberta. t) Y-

ENGINEERING SOCIETY, TORONTO UNIVERSITY—Pres 
Mechin ; Corresponding Secretary, A. W. Sime. „ _

ENGINEERS' CLUB OF MONTREAL.-Secretary, C. M. Stra » • ,
Hall Square, Montreal. west-

ENGINEERS' CLUB OF TORONTO.-96 King Street We" -ay eV 
Willis Chipman ; Secretary. R. B. Wolsey. Meeting every lnu ..gpp-
dUriINgST^UT^“ELmHCTR.CAL ENGINEERS.-Premdent.^^rf

Secretary, P. F. Rowell, Victoria Embankment. London. W.C- . e. >r 
Treasurer for Canada, Lawford Grant. Power Building, Montreal, b%f

INSTITUTION OF MINING AND METALLURGY— P^s 
Taylor ; Secretary. C. McDermid. London, England. Canadian g. 
Council :—Prof. F. D. Adams, J. B. Porter, H. E. T. Haultain ana 
and Messrs W. H. Trewartha-James and J. B- Tyrrell. p

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION

—President, W-

COMING MEETINGS.
CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION—Annual Convention will be 

held in Fort William, June 23, 24 and 25. Secretary, T. S. Young. 220 King 
Street W., Toronto.

THE INTERNATIONAL ROADS CONGRESS—The Third International 
Roads Congress will be held in London, England, in June. 1913. Secretary, W. 
Rees Jeffreys, Queen Anne’s Chambers, Broadway. Westminster, London. S-W.

THE INTERNATIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS—Twelfth Annual 
Meeting to be held in Canada during the summer of 1913. Secretary, W. S. 
Lecky. Victoria Memoriam Museum. Ottawa ary,

9 Be»

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
CANADIAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS—413 Dorchester Street 

Montreal. President. Phelps Johnson; Secretary. ProfessorWest,
C. H. McLeod.
KINGSTON BRANCH—Chairman, A. K. Kirkpatrick; Secretary, L. W Gill ;

Headquarters : School of Mines, Kingston.
MANITOBA BRANCH—Chairman, J. A. Hesketh; Secretary, E. E. Brydone. 
Jack, 83 Canada Life Building, Winnipeg. Regular meetings on first Thursday 
of every month from November to April.
OTT177VSpark^ St.Ottawa. Chairman, R. F. Uniacke, Ottawa ; Secretary,

H Victor Brayley, N.T. Ry., Cory Bldg. Meetings at which papers are 
read. 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of fall and winter months; on other Wednes
day nights in month there are informal or business meetings,

QUEBEC BRANCH—Chairman, A. R. Decary;|Secretary, A. Amos; meet
ings held twice a month at room 40, City Hall.

TORONTO BRANCH—96 King Street West, Toronto. Chairman, E. A. James ; 
Secretary-Treasurer, A. Garrow. Meets last Thursday of the month at 
Engineers’ Club.

BRANCH—Chairman. H. B. Mucklestone ;3!Secretary-Treasurer,

SX'
pine1»

seCret»,y'

Mi°eS

—Secretary R. C. Harris, City Hall, Toronto.
MANITOBA ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.

WmMAN8ITOBAetLAND 'SURVEYORS—President, J. L. Doupe :

Treasurer, W. B. Young. Winnipeg, Man. _ syd"ey
NOVA SCOTIA MINING SOCIETY.—President, T- J. Brown. ^

C. B. ; Secretary, A. A. Hayward. preside"1/#''
NOVA SCOTIA SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS, HALIFAX,

MacKenzie: Secretary, A. R. McCleave, Assistant Road Comm edit"
HalONTARK) ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS—President. C- -1 .
Ottawa ; Secretary. H. E. Moore, 195 Bloor St. E„ Toronto. —F'chltt''1

ONTARIO PROVINCIAL GOOD ROADS ASSOCIATID^, W»
N. Vermilyea, Belleville; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, J- E- v»'
Secretary-Treasurer, G. S* Henry, Oriole.

ONTARIO LAND SURVEYORS’ ASSOCIATION—Preslden - 
Thessalon: Secretary, L. V. Rorke, Toronto. mere®

TECHNICAL SOCIETY OF PETER BORO. - Bank of Comm 0nt- 
Peterboro. General Secretary, N. C. Mills, P.O. Box 995, Pet j \V* ® 

PEAT ASSOCIATION OF CANADA—Secretary, Wm- 
New Drawer, 2263, Main P.O., Montreal. _g

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC ASSOCIATION OF ARCH1TEC 
J. E. Ganier, No. 5. Beaver Hall Square, Montreal. __Kin6st0

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING SOCIETY. p6»
President, W. Dalziel ; Secretary. J. C. Cameron. «..phersofi' .REGINA ENGINEERING SOCIETY—President, A. J.Mcr p.
Secret-ry, J. A. Gibson, 2429 Victoria Avenue. Regina. p-ide"*;, ^

ROvAL ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF CANADA—P iiea''e 
Russell, Winnipeg. Man. ; Hon. Secretary, Alcide Chausse, nu- 
Square, Montreal, Que.

ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY—President.
Toronto ; Secretary, J.R. Collins, Toronto.

SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.—Wallace 
Alfred Burton. Toronto, Secretary. McG'1'"

UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY OF APPLIED SCIENCE,
VERSITY—President, W. G. Mitchell ; Secretary, H. F. Cole. flt V f.v 

IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION—Pr|s Rafik1" 
Marshall, Edmonton. Alta. Permanent Secretary, Norman 6t»ri|
Box 1317, Calgary, Alta. vjeldi seCe*c<F

WESTERN CANADA R AI LWAY CLU B—President, R- K.' MOfid»y'
W. H Rosevear. P.O Box 1767. Winnipeg, Man. Second 
June. Julv and August at Winnipeg.

CALGARY
P. M. Sauder.

VANCOUVER BRANCH—Chairman, G. E. G. Conway ; Secretary-Treasurer, 
p. Pardo Wilson, Address: 422 Pacific Building, Vancouver, B.C. 

VICTORIA BRANCH—Chairman, F. C. Gamble; Secretary. R. W. MacIntyre: 
Address PO. Box 1290. Meets 2nd Thursday in each month at Club Rooms, 
584 Broughton Street.

MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATIONS
ONTARIO MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION—President. Mayor Lees, Hamilton. 

Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. K. W. McKay, County Clerk, St. Thomas, Ontario.
SASKATCHEWAN ASSOCIATION OF RURAL MUNICIPALITIES— 

President, George Thompson, Indian Head, Sask. ; Secy-Treasurer, E. Hingley, 
Radisson. Sask.

THE ALBERTA L. I. D. ASSOCIATION—President, Wm Mason, Boo 
Accord, Alta. Secy-Treasurer, James McNicol, Blackfalds, Alta.

THE UNION OP CANADIAN MUNICIPALTIBS—President. Chase. 
Hopewell. Mayor of Ottawa; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D. Lighthall, K.C. 
Ex-Mayor of Westmount.

THE UNION OF NEW BRUNSWICK MUNICIPALITIES—President, 
Councillor Siddall, Port Elgin: Hon. Secretary-Treasurer J. W. McCready, City
ClerUN10Ne OCF0NOVA SCOTIA MUNICIPALITIES—President, Mr. A. S. 
MacMillan, Warden. Antigonish, N.S, : Secretary, A. Roberts, Bridgewater. N.S.

UNION OF SASKATCHEWAN MUNICIPALITIBS.—President, Mayor 
Bee, Lemberg; Secy-Treasurer, W. F. Heal, Moose Jaw..

UNION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA MUNICIPALITIES—President, Mayor 
Planta. Nanaimo. B.C. ; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer. Mr. H. Bose, Surrey 
Centre, B.C.

UNION OP ALBERTA MUNICIPALITIES. — President, F. P. Layton, 
Mayor of Camrose: Secretary-Treasurer, G. J. Kinnaird, Edmonton, Alta.

UNION OF MANITOBA MUNICIPALITIBS—President, Reeve Forke, 
Pipestone, Man.; Secv-Treasurer. Reeve Cardale. Oak River, Man.
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